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More than fifty volunteers in Murray
and Calloway County for the 1975 Breath of
Life Campaign will call on their neighbors
this week to ask their help in the fight for
the millions of children across the nation
who suffer from lung-damaging diseases.
Rev. John Churchwell is chairman of the
C-F campaign for the Hardin community
and said the drive in that area will be in the
early part of September.
The campaign's Door-to-Door drive will
be conducted by the Bluegrass Chapter of
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation as part of
its annual effort to raise funds for
programs benefitting children with cystic
fibrosis and other lung-damaging
diseases.
"Our cause is a very important one.
Lung diseases kill more children in this
nation than any other disease except
cancer," said Mrs. John Dale, chairman of
the local campaign. "Cystic fibrosis is the
number one genetic killer of children."
According to Mrs. Dale and Rev.
Churchwell, contributions to the annual
Breath of Life Campaign will help support
a national network of over 100 Cystic
Fibrosis Centers, research projects
around the world and various educational
programs.
Cystic Fibrosis Centers, most located at
teaching hospitals affiliated with leading
medical schools and universities, provide
children suffering from cystic fibrosis,
asthma, chronic bronchitis, bron-
chiectasis, "childhood emphysema" and
recurrent pneumonia.
Children with gastrointestinal disorders
-..re1aied4a C.F.:alack-raeeivet-aitiai/ar
vices at these Centers. In Kentucky, Cystic
Fibrosis Centers are located at University
of Kentucky Medical Center in Lexington
and Norton Children's Hospital in
Louisville.
"Through research, we hope to find a
cure and control for cystic fibrosis," Mrs.
(See Campaign, Page 10 )
Cloudy and Warm
Variable cloudiness and warm with scat-
tered thundershowers through Tuesday.
Low tonight in the upper 60s to low 70s.
High Tuesday in the upper Ms to low 90s.
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Commerce Commissioner Larry Townsend met with members of the board of directors of the Murray Chamber ofCommerce today. Townsend was in Murray for the meeting, a followup to an earlier one designed to acquaint state of-ficials with the priorities set by local leaders. Townsend said the number one concern of local officials is the developmentof new roads for the Murray area, which was cited as the only community in Kentucky with a state university and no four-lane highway leading to it. From left are Walt Apperson, vice-president of the local chamber; James L Johnson, executivesecretary; Townsend; Ed Chrisman, president; Max Hurt, president of the Industrial foundation: Leonard Vaughn; JimmyFord; and Lyle Cobb, director of community services with the Department of Commerce. Staff Photo by David Hill
Registration At Middle School August 27
Wednesday, August 27, will be
registration for all Middle School students,
including grades five through eight, ac-
cording to Robert G. Jeffrey, principal.
All seventh and eighth graders will
assemble in the auditorium at 8:00 a.m. for
necessary instructions. Their first three
days of school will be on a limited schedule
Aaist-2Z-21)-- -Glasser wig begirret 8:00 -
and run until 11:10.
Students in grades five and six will go to
their respective homerooms in the Austin
Stude.ntsxua,y,find the horneraezu
b7 checking the list of students in each
• homeroom tnt ttielf0IFItif.btaitron SerTrict
floor of Austin Building. Parents will
register, each of their children in his
homeroom and then the child will .be free




Two public hearings, three rezoning
requests, and a discussion of the four-
laning of 12th Street highlight the agenda
for the regular meeting of the Murray
Planning Commission at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
the council charnters of City Hall.
Public hearings will be held on Nor-
thwood Subdivision and on a rezoning
request on a lot on the corner of Main and
Williams Streets.
."
Rezoning requests will be heard from
Mrs. J. M. Marshall; Gatesboro
Development Inc., Calvert City
Warehousing; and Dr. H. C. Denham.
Assistant highway engineer Bryan
Stewart is scheduled to attend the meeting
to discuss the four-laning of 12th St.
graders will also run a limited schedule begin their bus runs on Wednosday,
( 8:00-11:10) on Thursday and Friday and August 27. The four Middle School buses
will be dismissed at 11:10. will begin their scheduled run at 7:20 a.m.
Registration for fifth and sixth grades The Middle School will be dismissed at
will be as follows: 11:10 a.m. Wednesday, Thursday, and
8:00-8:35 Students whose last name Friday. Monday, September 1 ( Labor
begins with A thru D. Day) will be a school Holiday. Beginning
8:40-9:15--Students whose last name Tuesday, September 2, the Middle School
begins-wittv-E-tiwk. 
9:20-9:55—Students whose last name a.m.-2:30 p.m.
begins with K thru P. Lunch will be served on Tuesday,
10:00-10:35--Students whose last name September 2. The lunch price will be 50
begins,4FAAQ thru "-cleats "per- student:- per *lay. Weelcly-elta,
10 :40-1415—Stud Viti_b_sf.44,Fliggv,i,u4Prant1/41.4-1.14..(41-14.10.144rAANCIt-----##C11--liging411111'maiiu school.
Students who did not attend Murray City Parents are reminded that im-
munization certificates are required for
children attending public schools and they
should see that these certificates are up-to-
date, Jeffrey said.
Schools last year, but plan to attend this
year, may register by calling 753-5125 by
Friday, August 22.
Buses for the Murray Middle School will
Calloway Countians
Driving More Autos
Car ownership stands at a high level in
Calloway County, the figures show.
Despite the fact that purchases of new
cars have dropped far below normal in the
last year or two, locally and in all other
sections of the country, the actual number
of cars in operation in the area is greater
than ever.
The answer is, in part, that more
families are retaining their old cars, when
buying new ones, than was the case a few
years ago. Other families, who were not in
the market for new cars during the past
year, have taken to fixing up their present
models to keep them going longer.
As a result, the average age of today's
passenger cars is close to 5.8 years, as
against 5.5 years in 1969.
The data on automobile ownership and
distribution comes from the American
Automobile Association and from market
reports issued by the Standard Rate and
Data Service.
They show that there was a total of 14,460
cars in operation in Calloway County"as of
the beginning of this year. Five years ago
there were 12,200.
It was in increase of 18.5 per cent, which
was greater than in many communities.
The rise in the United States was 17.8 per
cent.
The figures indicate, as would be ex-
pected, that car ownership is closely
linked to earning capacity. As family
income rises, as it has appreciably in the
Calloway County area in the five-year
period, the number in cars in operation
goes up proportionately.
Related to the local population, there are
now some 132 cars in the county for every
100 families.
The number of households sporting two
or more cars has increased considerably
since 1970. Nationally, according to a
recent Census Bureau report, about 34 per
cent of all households have two or more.
The growth in Calloway County's auto
population has produced additional
business for local service stations. Their
receipts in the past year, for gas, oil, ac-
- cessories and repairs, reached $5,504,000.
Five years ago it was $3,591,000.
ASCS Official Explains
Disaster Benefits Locally
"Farmers.. whose crops have bevn
----dgVOyeci or mmaged oy a disaster such
as a drought, flood, or hail storm may be
eligible for disaster payments" David
Riley of the ASCS Office said. Payments
--iticewed6i-lireiiteveackt piarit-AfraliG
I_ 2244, J 41.:44.14Clitrar—
If farmers suffer a loss of any or all of
their crop acreage or do not intend to carry
it through to harvest, they must report the
loss to the county ASCS Office before
disposing of the crop residue. Also, the
farm must be checked by an appraiser to
CARS MOVED—With law enforcement officials standing by, the local Tappan Company moved ten boxcars loaded
with finished goods from their warehouse this morning, after pickets blocked the tracks in an attempt to stop the train
early today. County and state lays enforcement officers charged four persons with disorderly conduct when they at-
tempted to block the train. County sheriff's officials said the three pickets who were on duty the first time the train at-
tempted to move the cars were charged, as well as another union member.
Staff Photo by David Hill
determine potential production prior to
dIspoSitton • bf the -crop residue.
pointed out that farmers should be
prepared to provide certification of the
affected crop acreage.
era, -48 - eafrioet' gb
tmnyes1.,a,uckAt0,
stantially below normal because of
disaster conditions, farmers should report
this loss within 15 days after harvest is
completed and before destroying evidence
of the crop damage. We want farmers to
know that wo do compensate for the loss of
crops due to disaster if they report it,"
Riley said.
-The SCS spokesman explained that
disaster payments are intended only to
provide some relief to farmers whose
cropland is so affected by disaster that
they receive little or no income from
production of the corp.
The disaster payment provision of the
1975 Wheat, Feed Grain and Upland Cotton
Program is authorized by the 1973
Agriculture and Consumer Protection Act.
Participation in the Wheat, Feed Grain
and Upland Cotton Programs is open to all
farmers regardless of race, color, creed,
sex or national origin.
Baseball Association
Meets Tonight, CCHS
The Murray Baseball Association will
have a meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County High School to discuss
last year's activities and make plans for
next year.
All league presidents, coaches and in-
terested persons are urged to attend.
Grandma's Kitchen Lives On At TVA s Empire Farm In LBL
Story and Photos By
BARRY DREW
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
How familiar the trip to the Land bet-
ween The Lakes has become after living in
Murray for ten years. Every curve of the.
road, every hill is an old friend. This is a
pleasant kind of trip that takes one back to
other times and other places.
The occaison for an L. B. I. trip this
weekend was the scheduling of a special
event that has become a Drew family
If you have a memory of Grandma's Kitchen it
most certainly has a special place in it for
homemade biscuit. Grandma Arah Kennedy of •
Calvert City put the secret ingredients into the
wooden mixing bowl, did a numer with her han-
ds and another batch of biscuits was on it's way
to the oven. Fresh biscuits don't last long around
a bunch of hungry pitcugeatid with- fresh...woe.
butter and, apple jelly they just went that much
faster.
tradition, Grandma's Kitchen. This
special event is more than a practical
demonstration of cooking and canning. It
is a happening which is held at L. B. L.'s
Empire Farm under the able supervision
of Loretta York, and others, which in-
volves_ each and every participant
regardless of whether one is a visitor or a
worker. MI are welcome in Grandma's
, Kitchen, very welcome.
Back we go to Maine and the delightful
summers and winters spent on Nanny'
Clifford's farm near Unity. Farmhouses in
Young and old alike got to do their thing at
Grandma's Kitchen. Here Chris Drew takes a turn
at grinding up apples for another batch of fresh
apple cider. The old mill clanked and banged
while grinding up several pounds of apples much
to the delight of all who visited the special event
held tl* past _weekeld at I, V. ALs Empire Farm
facility located in The Land Between The Lakes
recreation area.
this part of the country are connected to
the milkbarns by outbuildings. They are
built in this manner because of the
severity of the winters there about. From
the air these buildings would describe a
giant letter I.
Nanny Clifford's house was a two story,
red brick building that had seen one
hundred winters before my small body had
ever slept under it's high peaked, slate
roof.
When we stayed at Nanny Clifford's
there was a certain smell in the air which I
What would an e,,es like Grandma's kitchen
be without some autheithc Grandmas to make a
body feel welcome and, tO cook food the way i)
should be cooked ''4""rna Amy- Capps has
been around a wood ,A,cal and-
dynomite, peach
fired cook stove before.
She fired up gahat
vototrit.toine
00:174ried pies that disap-
peared about as fa o 4 she could cook them_
cannot forget. I guess that it is the smell of
a wood fired stove.
Nanny's stove was a huge black iron
model that always seemed to be cooking
something that smelled good and held the
promise of some new delicacy that a city
kid had not tasted before. Sometimes it
would be bread, sometimes fresh biscuits,
but mostly that smell stays with me, that
wonderful aroma of a country kitchen still
centered around a giant, black iron stove
that was always fired up, even in the
summer.
They are all gone now, Nanny and
Grampy Clifford, Arad and all the many
personalities of a small boys mind grown
thirty years.
Who was it that once said "you can never
go home again" One whiff of that smoke
coming from that old cook stove at Empire
Farm is enough to carry me 1400 miles and
twenty five years into the past, up that
flight of stairs and into the wonderful
world of Nanny Clifford's kitchen. Now
let's see whose turn it is to fill the wood
box.
Flow does that old line go .bout the proof of
the pudding heb-ig in the eating! Here is Pam
Dillon, an L. B. I. intern .4rom Ohio State U.,
ptiffrig-svivitti; 
Momma Amy's supelb fried pies. Pam hails from
Portsrtiouth. Ohici.
Right up front there was a first string Grandma
in the person of Mary Boatwright of Gilbertsville
Miss May had a table that was literally covered
up in just about anything you might want in a
pickle from orka to banana peppers. Mrs. Boat-
wright had a big smile and a pickle to hand iust
a .l&Wy9,0,e4halytrpuld take the tiing! tij_, 04p,
and sirriple her bares. Needless to say that Miss
Mary way knee-deep in folks throughout both






/ cups cottage cheese








1 cup dairy sour cream.
Beat cottage and Blue
Cheese at highest speed of
mixer until fairly smooth.
Beat in onion,
Worchestershire sauce and
lemon juice. Gently fold in
sour cream. Cover and
chill. Serve with crackers
or vegetable "dippers"
Dip may also be used as a
salad dressing or served on
baked potatoes. Note: If
covered, this dip can be
kept in the refrigerator for
several days. Yield: 4 cups.
TANGY CHEESE
SPREAD
1 cup cottage cheese
1 cup (4 oz.) shredded
Cheddar cheese
The honoree was presented a
dainty corsage of gladioli.
Several clever contests were
enjoyed.
After the gifts, which included
several pieces of her selected
patterns, were opened, the
hostesses served refreshments
of punch, cakes, nuts and mints
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Mrs. Rickie Hughes Complimented
With Shower At Mt. Zion Church
Mrs. Rickie Hughes, the
former Sharon Robinette, was
honored with a miscellaneous
shower at the Mount Zion
Church of Christ
Hostesses for the
were Mrs. Sammie Webb and Those attending
Mr rTertlef'Sret§.--- lvtegrinines'Etilrirecitton: Sarah --
Salmon, Pauline Wimberly,
Drell Rogers, Edna Cotton,





Nora Lee Rogers, Dorothy
Sykes and Alice Webb.
from a lovely table covered with
a white lace cloth over green
and centered with an





by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
DON'T BELlEyE FALLACIES
Nutrition misinformation is 6. Toast has fewer calories
fraught with fallacies and myths than bread.
And in spite of the efforts of many 7. One must not drink water
informed people, falracies and when trying to lose weight
myths about food persist in 8. Candy enriched with vita-America . mins may be eaten when a per-It's a paradox. in a nation so son is reducing.well equipped to feed its people,
that so many people believe things 9. Washing rice after cooking
about food that arenot true. Some reduces calories.
of us think there is more 16. Sugar is not as fattening as
malnutrition in America that is starch'
due to ignorance than to 11 High-protein foods and fruits
have no calorieseconomics.
12. Gelatin dessert is non-fat-
FOR THIS REASON. I am ',ening.
reprinting today some of the 13. Milk should not be included




Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
muriturnenitr
7:30 p.m.
The Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries
Association (International) will
meet at the Holiday Inn at noon
for a luncheon and business
meeting.
Tuesday, August 19
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at the church
at 1:30 p.m.
Magic Tri Bowling League
will have an organizational
meeting for ladies Tuesday
night bowling at seven p. m. at
Corvette Lanes.
Crafts section of Dexter
Senior Citizens will meet at the
Dexter Community Center at
nine a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
Wednesday, August 20
Bridge will be played at the
Oaks Country Club at 9:30 a. m.
with Freda Butterworth, phone
753-1293, as hostess.
-.A-ugust 21
Dorcas Sunday School of First
Baptist Church will have a
potluck supper and installation
of officers at the home of Mrs.
A. C. Sanders at 6:30 p.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have a
family picnic at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Rudolph at seven
p.m.
Easy salads'
Keep a plastic bag full of
crisp western iceberg lettuce
chunks and the youngsters'
favorite fixings in the refng-
erator. Let them make up




Women of the Oaks Country
Club will play bridge Wed-
nesday, August 20, at 9:30 a. m.
with Freda Butterworth, phone
753-1293, as hostess. Reser-
vations should be made by noon
Tuesday.
Shelton, high, and Kay Peebles,




Beverly Parker was the
overall medalist for the lathes
day golf held Wednesday,
August 13, at the Murray
Country Club.
Others named were Betty
Lowry, low net, Frances Hulse,
low on Numbers 1, 2, and 3,
Phyllis Kain, low putts, and
Annie Knight, blind hold.




Do you have any trouble 
with snails or slugs? They not Downonly tend to damage the roots
of plants but will eat on
tomatos and other vegetables.
We had so much rain
years ago y t earlier, that the slugs had aAmerican 14. "De-stardied" potato chips
Murray Bird Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Calloway County) Public
lissociatiaa:Remetneer dibiorkwie, Library . hey:day-114th -the egmfne§§-.— Pøtlr-all these statements are false not— 15 Meat burns its own calories.
true. 16. Margarine contains fewer




3. Meal-skipping is a good way anything you want for a week
to lose weight 18. Grapefruit will reduce a per.
4. You can eat all you want and son.
still lose weight if you take For the benefit of anyone who
"reducing pills." prefers to begin reading this from
5. Special low-calone bread the end, let me repeat all these














and Blue cheeses at highest
speed of mixer until fairly
smooth. Beat in onions,
horseradish and mustard.
Cover and chill to blend
flavors; allow to come to
room temperature before
serving. Serve with apple
slices of crackers. Yield:
approximately 2 cups.
- - - -
Sour cream is a con-
venience food ready for use
as a topping on pies, pud-
dings, fruit desserts, or
baked potatoes, or it can be
floated on split pea or
tomato soup, or mixed with
cooked vegetables. Used in
salads, it has half the
calories of regular
dressings and only one-
fourth as many calories as
salad oils.










Vest Fork Baptist Church
Women will meet with Mrs.
PM. -Tr r .11011, -116
Ellis Center will open at 10:30
a.m. for Senior Citizens. Table
games will be at one p.m. and
shuffleboard at 6:30
Wednesday, August 20
Senior Citizens of Lynn Grove
community will meet at South-
west Elementary School from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. For in-
formation call Jan Maddox at
753-8193.
Senior Citizens of Hazel
Community will meet at Hazel
City Hall at one p.m. For in-
formation call Annette Bur-
nham at 436-5364.
and humiditty. But my
daughter in Fulton, Ky., heard
of a remerndy and tried it as
..-4Prida'e,il&-Acezratm7 
of the tuberous rooted
Begonia. Last year anckpis
year two of my sons Mve
planted these dainty flowers
with great success. I think the
blossoms are very beautiful
and although they look so very
fragil, they are amazingly
sturdy. The variety of colors is--
appealing and the variety of
shapes is fascinating.
I had always heard that they
were hard to raise, but ap-
parently this i,sn't so. One






She put small containers,
paper cups, plastic pans or
what-have-you, all along the
ground in her tomato bed and
strawberry patch. She filled
them half-full of beer and the
results were amazing. She
said that simply hundreds of
slug were in the pans the next
morning and what is more,
they have not come back.
So that is certainly a simply
and effective way to do. I think
there is a simple answer to
most problems, if we only knew
how to find it. The beer pans
are worth trying.
I have come to appreciate
Patio Party For Bride-elect Is
Held At Home, Mrs. Leon Riley
A lovely patio party was held
at the beautiful home of Mrs.
Leon Riley, Benton, on Thur-
sday, August 14, at ten a.m. in
honor of Miss Kathy Crider,
bride-elect of George E. Long
The guests were served from
a round wrought iron table
covered with a red bandana
cloth and centered with a potted
plant with bandana trim, with
the plant being presented to the
honoree as a gift from the
hostesses.
Finger sandwiches, cheese
straws, lemon tarts, and melon
balls were served along with
coffee and Cokes from a
wrought iron tea cart. Red
bandana napkins were used.
Red geraniums and potted
plants added to the lovely
setting on the patio
Miss Crider chose to wear for
the occasion a green skirt with a
printed sheer blouse.
Hostesses for the prenuptial
event were Mesdames Leon
Riley, Allen Grogan, Jim
Solomon, and R. C. Riley.
Forty-five guests were
present for the occasion.
Honored guests included Mrs.
AThert Crider, mother of the
honoree, Mrs. Bob T. Long,
stepmother of the groom-elect,
and Mrs. George E. Long, Sr.,
grandmother of the groom-
elect.
GUEST SPEAKER — Dr. C.C. Lowry of
Murray (center), 43-K zone chairman for Lions
International, was guest speaker at the most
recent meeting of the Mayfield Lions Club. Dr.
Lowry spoke on the subject "Citizenship •
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Hwy. 641 North - Murray, Ky.
Owned by Charles Gray and Dan McDaniel
  OUP0A1 
WORTH $1.00 Off
the regular adult dinner price any Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday evenings, 4:30 until 8:30. Reserved parties ex-
cluded. Aug. 5-28
— - -
"All you can eat in a 'Come as you are' atmosphere."
shade They simply will not
tolerate sun at all, unless it
might be the first hour or two
of early morning.
The soil must be rich, very
loose and mixed with sand for
perfect drainage. They need
some protection from the wind
as the stalks are quite brittle.
But other than these few
things, they require no special
attention and will thrive and
bloom all summer long. Some
are planted in porch boxes,
some in pots, but it doesn't
seem to matter so long as the
basic needs are cared for.
I decided to send in my
order for the additional blubs I
will want to set out this year
It is usually first-come, first-
serve in filling orders, of in
order to get the tip-top bulbs
and get them on tine, I put in
fin early order. I am not
planting any new varieties
this fall, only adding some of
the tried and true to my
collection. Nothing pays off
like bulbs.
Yesterday and Today." Also pictured are Bill
Cates of Mayfield, third rice,president (left),
and Charles Baugh, program chairman for the
Mayfield club
Special dishes with peaches
• Peel fresh peaches, halve, and mil in brown
sugar. Thread on skewers and gTil1 until the sugar





pedoamicha icepecrceams , ̀ fionld
syrup over scoops of
the "peach" ice cream.
special treat, drizzle chocolate
vanilla ice cream then refreeze until firm. Rh- a
• For an easy continental dessert, serve slices 
of
Telerne, Brie, Camembert, Tillamgok• 
Or,sweet, juicy peaches with a variety of cheeses-
also in the
European manner, serve whole fresh peaches in a
it cry et al  gL•cs. hfia  .c  grAter arid provide
guests with dessert plates, knives anciraks soTffV
may slice their own fruits 
,
•
Sedalia Graduates 01 1955 Hold Reunion Recently
ki11111.el
"Irrn..xr!rr.r lo• Trl "1" • liet- r r, •
The Sedalia High School
graduating class of 1955
held a twenty-year class
reunion recently at the
Holiday Inn in Mayfield,
Kentucky. Attendance of
the graduates was one




Special guests were Mr.
and Mrs. McCoy Tarry of
Eminence, Kentucky, and




What has the average insured
family been doing about its life
insurance protection during the
nation's recent economic slump?
Increasing it.
Life insurance coverage per in-
sured family in the United States
last year had reached $31,200,
according to the Institute of Life
Insurance—the highest figure ever.
The increase came in the face
of an extended economic decline
began: in 1973 and- acteter.
ated in 1974. Despite the deepen-
ing recession, coverage increased
more sharply in 1974 than in the
previous year.
.14rinQ-W r t-t --gtrwper cent w e ise in
1973 was 7:1 per cent to reach a
year-end total of $28,800 in cov-
erage per insured family.
At the same time, last year
was a big one for life insurance
purchases. According to the In-
stitute, $298 billion in protection
was bought in 1974, up $6.4 bil-
lion from 1973. One reasonkfor
.-lbe increase was the $294 -billion
- of Service Men's Group Life In-
surance (SGLI) purchased last
year. Even excluding this, pur-
chases increased 15 per cent.
The Institute also points out
that many wives have joined the
--nation's work - force. Many -of
them have obtained group insur-
ance as an employment benefit
and this has added considerably
to family life insurance coverage.
Denham of Sedalia. Mr.
Tarry was principal of
Sedalia High School in 1955
and Mrs. Denham was the
class sponsor.
A hospitality room was
open at the Holiday Inn in
the afternoon for those who
wished to drop by amtvisit.
Dinner was serried at 8
o'clock to the graduates
and their guests. Larry
Melvin, class president,
acted as master of
ceremonies during the
program. The highlight of
the evening was a "Roast"
of all the graduates, with
gifts being received by
c.veryone. Special gifts
sere presented to the
teachers, which were 1955
wheat pennies attached to
charm bracelets for the
women and 1955 wheat
pennies attached to key
rings for the men.
Those attending this
reunion were: Mr. and Mrs.
Alan Gore - Germantown,
Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs.
Van Prince - Mayfield;
Keith Canter - Louisville,
Kentucky:- Jerry
Wingo; Mr. and Mrs.
Herman E. Cude - Hickory;
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Shultz
:73tA1211614b4old '-:$-SL.,-  -4111.,;
- ji,„;,1gy..and Mrs, Hat.
and Mrs. Willie B. Brown -
Ft. Dix, New Jersey; Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Parker--
Sedalia; Mr. and Mrs.
Deese Towery - Mayfield;
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Murdock
- Humboldt, Tennessee;
Me. and Mrs. Bobby Joe.
Wilson - Mayfield; James
Foy - Mayfield; Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Odom (Virginia
Sullens) - Dryden,
Michigan; Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Workman (Mary Ruth
Bruce) - Palmersville,
Tennessee; Rev. and Mrs:
Robert L. Young (Betty Lee
Myatt) - Henning, Ten-
nessee; Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Pritchard (Martha Mur-
dock) - Mayfield; Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Arnett (Alberta
Trousdale) - Murray, Mr
and Mrs. Neal Scoggins
1Frances Burkeen) -






Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs.
George Cook (Jo Hicks) -
Sedalia; Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Melvin - Norcross,
Georgia; Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Young - Mayfield; Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Denham -
Sedalia; and Mr. and Mrs.




let in welcome yo.
Mrs. Kathryn Outland
Phan* 753-31171
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And particularly so in the
case .of-amaisy-ef-4ive-talek7000-
American working women 40
years of age or older."
So declares the financial
services arm of Esrnark
here in a study of the work his-
tory of women.
In 1974, a shade under 45 per
cent of all working women in
the United States were over 40,
"proving that older women are
not an endangered species,"
the study says.
Almost 27 per cent of those
involved in the study -- more
than 1,400 working women over
40 - have worked fur the same
employer at least three years.
Twenty per cent had worked
for the same boss three to five
years and 9 per cent for' 20
years or more.
"The unemploym- ent rate for
working v.omen 40 or over dur-
ing 1974 was just slightly more
than half of the rate for all out-
of-work women this past year,"
the study says.
"Employers today are more
aware of the value of older
women; dependability and
serious attitudes are as sought
after as experience." Older
women have more time to de-
vote to their work, are more
conscientious and settled. Many
have grown children, therefore,
fewer distractions.
Some 47.1 per cent of the
women surveyed are married,
24.4 per cent single, 17.5 per
cent divorced, 11 per cent wid-,
- sughtty. truire' thititairve- -
cent have children.
' Eleven per cent hold college
degrees. Median income for a
-..AlsttLaan-evar ,Aa.srata same
wssaaltS,"=.1aaNg4;,-
those with elementary school
education earned a median of
$4,500, the survey points out.
Only 2 per cent of the




The women of the Oaks
Country Club held scramble
golf on Wednesday morning at
the club. Teams consisted- of
twp players with each hitting
the best ball. •
Winners were Carolyn
Caldwell and Jeannie Morgan:
second were Murrelle Walker
and Burlene Brewer; third to
Essie Caldwell and Karen
Hargrove.
Low putts was given to the
team of Mary Bogard and
Virginia Jones, according to the














Form Letter's Out If
Job-Seeker Wants In
By Abigail Van Buren
0 1111741>y Chicago Th0011041 I 144p,... Sync! . Inc
DEAR ABBY: Since your column is so widely circulated,you can do much for the serious unemployment situation inthis country.
I am an executive secretary with one of the top 100companies in the country. Almost every day, we getapplications for employment, some from new collegegraduates and some from older men who have been in thebusiness world 20 to 30 years.
I'd like to tell these people not to use form letters withtheir names typed in but to type out neat, individual letterswith the attached resume. My boss feels a form letterindicates that the applicant wants a job with ANYcompany, but an individualized letter means he wants a jobwith OUR company and no other. The form-letterapplicants are not even answered, but are thrown in thewastebasket!
Many qualified applicants who badly need a job strike oatbecause they didn't take the time to send a personalizedletter.
 SEX ItETAit
DEAR SECRETARY: Thanks for a worthwhile tip. Aword to the wise should be more than sufficient.
Comma7:7„)..\( 
suicideE fEl7rel;st usawairillietatetwafkamelairsasr,•/dialf,at age 22. His wife, Bonnie, was pregnantat the time. She immediately went to Canada to live withher people. (We live in New Jersey.1
Our grandson is now 2-years-old, and we've _never seen:him because neither of us has had the money to visit.Bonnie wrote to say she was married last -June and herhusband is adopting our grandson. We can understand whyBonnie wants to forget the tragic past and start a new life,and we agree that she should. (She's only 24.1 But -wheredoes that leave us? Our grandson is all we have left of John.- What if Bonnie decides to put us out of her life and noteven tell her son about his natural father? If that fair to us?Should we try to keep in contact with Bonnie in hopesthat we can see our grandson one day? Or would it be betterfor him if we dropped out of the picture? We will abide byyour decision.
JOHN'S GRIMING PARENTS
DEAR PARENTS: Leave it to Bonnie to make that
decision and accept it-regardless. I pray for your sake that
she keeps in touch with you, sends you snapshots of your
grandson and gives you the pleasure of sharing in his
growth And also hope, when the lad is old enough to
understand, she will tell him the truth about his natural
father.
DEAR ABBY: I must take issue with you concerning an
item in your column. One of your contributors signed
"Coleen" was undoubtedly the innocent victim of a fallacy.
The saying that she attributed to a "12-year-old girl" is a
famous quotation by Camus, a French philosopher. Perhaps
you would like to set the record straight.
FRED IN EL CERRITO
DEAR FRED: Ten whacks for me with "The History of
the French Revolution" for not having checked out the
quote. Yours was the first of many letters I received
pointing out the error. Thanks to you and all the others who
wrote.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HOPING IN MEMPHIS":
When a man says, "Can't we be friends?" it's the beginning
of the end.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long,
self-addressed, stamped I 20t1 envelope.
_ _BOONE'S
Summer Special
Through the month of August brighten up your











Price* Fr*. Estimat*: *
NE9s 753-2552
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS North 12Ut
se Story Ave."The Cleaners Interested In You
Wells-Mitchell Vows Hospital
Read, Baptist Church Report
•





Baby Boy Jones, (mother
Shera.6411/ Bt. 2.1iasel.laby
Girl Hzuaeline, (mother Sheila
Arm), Rt. 1, Box 164, Murray,
Baby Girl Barker, (Marcia
Gail), Rt. 2, Hazel, Baby Girl
Walker, ( Mary Lou), Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Florence West, 503 S.
6th, Murray, Perry Harrison,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
Cooper, Rt. 7, Murray, Glen
Dawson, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra Murdock, Box 124,
Lynnville, Conrad Billington,
Rt. 3, Box 6, Murray, Robert
Hughes, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Beulah Driver, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Linda White, 1503
Martin Chapel Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Brenda Reed, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Mrs. Dorothy
Haneline, Rt. 1, Box 164,
Murray, Mrs. Ruby Leslie, 216
S. 15th, Murray, Master Lowell
Brown, Rt. 1, Box 25A, Puryear,
Tenn, Donald Tinsley, Gen.
Del., New Concord, Mrs.
Dorothy Higgins, Rt. 5, Benton,
Mrs. Rubye Lovett, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Verdie Allbritten,
4232 East Amelia Pheonix,
Arizona, Raymond Dixon, Rt. 5,
Box 2022, Murray, Victor
Gossum, 203 S. 16th, Murray,
Mrs. Slyvia M. Sills (expired),
Box 165 Dover, Tenn.
Aug. 14, 1975
Adults 121
Noonday- stinfigait filtered- Aneivdtvw-tke,greorff-tra -1310-l'iWrgerTf---' -
through the windows of the man was Wendell Lynch, of
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS LIBRA
Norma Kay Wells and Vernon were Ernest Harmon and Girl Rt. ; Hicko 
Jeannette Dublin and Baby (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Euecially favored under histrionics would ma. IlLyou an
ni follow with almost blind
loyalty; in the legal field, your ,
First Baptist Church as Miss Hopkinsville; and groomsmen
were---astitad•--a;f1 AltatrZFVUIrpgWag-graa.'• • Statia/M- It•-•.*'"Iiiiiefte.elVraaTfieflivryert-iii...a,- •-117 groom, o St. Louis, o. ISMISSA the whole, friendly aspects:ceremony, on Saturday, July 26,
performed by Rev. John Mit-
chell, the groom's father.
The bride, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Wells of
Murray, chose a program of
recorded music, concluding
with "In Love We Grow," which
accompanied the rite of lighting
the unity candle, following the
exchange of rings and vows.
Baskets of yellow and white
daisies and fiji mums, and
strands of ivy decorated the
liltar of. the sanctuary, and fhP
unity -candle as the tori&.
escortpti to the altar by her
fatirr, carried a bouquet of
yellow roses and daisies, ac-
cented by greenery.
Designed by the bride, her
formal gown was a flattering A-
line of candlelight polyester
satin. Accented by a high
neckline and fitted bodice, the
dress was hemmed and
decorated with candlelight
Galloon lace, and its long fitted
sleeves and cathedral-length
train were accented with the
same lacework medallions.
The veil, also designed by the
bride; was a circle of silk
organza trimmed in Chantilly
lace, and held in place by
strands of pearls, accented by a
center diadem.
Maid of honor for the
ceremony was Miss Nanci
Peterson, who wore a formal
gown of apple-green polyester





sweetheart neckline was ac-
cented by a sash of yellow and
green flowered voile, which tied
in the back.
Bridesmaids were Miss
Glenda Mitchell, sister of the
groom, and Mrs. Barbara
Wells, sister-in-law of the bride.
They wore gowns of identical
design as the maid of honor in
daisy yellow accented by the
same flowered sash. Each
attendant carried a large white
chrysanthemum, accented by
ribbons matching the gowns-
FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1,75
Look in the section in which fidence is sometimes necessary
your birthday comes and find to secure Cooperation. Maintain
what your outlook is, according a steady hand and a discerning
to the stars. eye.
ARIM iirot4 SAGITTARIUS-.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Your active mind needs ex- 
( Nmovee. t23ctamoDecpati.ti2olnLbut in a
pression now. Direct it with
forethought, discernment Give 
subtle manner. Advancement
notable in economics, industry,thought to future plans as well
sales, educational pursuits.as pending projects. Changes
CAPRICORNmay be required. 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) adTAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) Mixed planetary influences-,
give a total picture of alter-You can choose activities .
natmg apathy, readiness, in-from several areas now, but
stay within reasonable bound- 
dAecQuisAioRniusenthusiasm. Firm up!
aries. Auspicious Venus influ-
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 191ences stimulate your creative
You may now experience aleanings. 
sense of frustration, along withGEMINI 
and fretfulness. YourMay 22 to June 21) 
keen mind and innate goodYou should do especially well
sense can, should, help youin projects which require counteract.
careful organization, clever Elsols.
management. Don't let op- ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 201position dissuade you. 
Some earnings and creditsCANCER
(June 22 tu Jul) 23) SO the general outlook is excellent
may be less than expected, but
If careful to guard against for benefits through sustainedimpulsive acts and words, the-- efforts over a period of time.day should be generally smooth. -
A fine period for making travel YOU BORN TODAY are
plans. endowed with a fine intellect
f)41R, and are extremely progressiveLEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 of,  in your thinking. You have a
Generally, a day for action, flair for the dramatic but,
but be careful not to run out of unlike many I.eoites, are
bounds. On the other hand, usually more attracted to
delaying tactics could also be business than the stage. Your
sense of the theatricalunwise. Judge carefully.
NpUli evidences itself no matter whatVIRGO
) Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) career you pursue, however. In
Be cautious in dealing with either business or govern-
associates. Some may urge you mental positions, your
to make certain commitments leadership is such that those
---=--).-E-----avbast-youp- better judgrrientintter-yeurgepervitieet-lietWtt=--=
Don't let yourself be pressured. to you almost magnetically, •
Mrs. Jane Love, grandmother Miss Janet Michelle Coleman, secretarial and clerical work;
of the bride, and Mrs. Mattie New Concord, Raymond B. mathematics, artistry and
Johnson, grandmother of the Brittain, Rt. 2, Murray, Wendall science generally.
groom, wore corsages of yellow Lee Lovett, Rt. 2, Marion, SCORPIO
chrysanthemums. The guest Arkansas, Mrs. Annette W. (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
register was kept by Linda Gordon, 1306 Doran Rd., Stretch a point where it will
Tharpe, friend of the bride, and Murray, Mrs. Betty E. Hen- pay off later. A vote of con-
Joy Santa Barbara directed the derson, Route 1, Box 9, Dexter,
wedding. Mrs. Dorothy Nell Parker, 1012
For her daughter's wedding, College Farm Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Wells chose a soft sky blue Mrs. Wanda F. Walker and
knit formal gown, and wore a Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Box 65A,
corsage of white chrysan- Murray, Miss Susan Anne
themurns. Mrs. Mitchell wore a Lewis, Rt. 8, Box 850, Murray,
pink and green flowered floor- Glynn C. Cunningham, Rt. 5,
length gown of knit, accented by Murray, Mrs. Gina Jerldene
a corsage identical to that of the Mathis, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
bride's mother. Dorothy Orten, Rt. 2, Murray,
Following the ceremony, a Hardin W. Parker, Rt. 1,
reception was heldin the church Kirksey, Mrs. Hettie H. Treas,
fellowship hall. Rt. 8, Box 85, Murray, Mrs.
- Serving were Adele Johnson, Mina E. Nix, 222 Richland St.,
Grace Ross, Louise Guss, and Olney, Ill., Mrs. Ruby Myrtle
Ruth Walls. Jackson, 1701 Wells Ext. Apt.
The couple now resides at 2865 B., Murray, Ivan Earl Cooper,
Chadwick Drive, St. Louis, Mo., Rt. 1, Hazel, Mary Euell
where Mr. Mitchell will teach Kinsolving, 300 Woodlawn,
this fall. Murray.
Miss Debra Brannon Honored At
Bridal Tea At Home, Mrs. Huie
Miss Debra Brannon, bride-
elect of George Allbritten, was
honored with a beautifully
appointed bridal tea Saturday
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Rex Huie in Puryear, Tenn.
Cohostess with Mrs. Huie
were Mrs. W. F. Cary, Mrs.
John Salmo, Mrs. J. V. Hill,
Mrs. Vernon Stephenson, Mrs.
LaVerne Smith and Miss Aline
Burton.
In the receiving line with the
honoree were her mother-in-law
to be, Mrs. Rex Allbritten,
grandmothers-in-law to be,
Mrs. Bertha Wall and Mrs.
Elbert Allbritten and a special
friend, Mrs. Van Barnes.
After greeting the guests they
were invited into the dining
room. The dining table, covered
with a lace cloth over green was
centered with a crystal bowl of
mint green carnations end
baby's breath. Lime punch,
individual cakes decorated with
lilies of the valley, green mint
jellies, cheese straws and nuts
was served.
The lovely array of gifts that
were displayed was viewed and
admired by the fifty guests that
called between two and five
o'clock.
Mrs. Johnny Brannon, sister
of the groom-to-be from Ft. Sill,
Okla. was an out-of-town guest.
PAN WEIGHT COUNTS
Heavyweight aluminum
saucepans function better and
are easier to keep clean and'
bright than lightweight pans of
this sort.
fields in which you could shine:
finance, invention, exploration,
archeology. But you do belong
in public life. Birthdate of:
Bernard Baruch, etonomist,
financier; Orville Wright,
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[The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher
Published By 
R. Gene McCutcheon, editorMURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc
Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented fur
the purpose et previa. a Serum for the fret exchange of differing
opinions. Utters 10 at eater in response to editorials and
opinionated wrearaped.
The editors el this • strongly believe Ebel to bniit
opiruonated articles Wady .-which perrallel the editorial
philosophy of thlitaeapsr would be. dimertriee Is Our readers.
therefore we WV MAIM et* de eel spree with an editeina I stand ur
the den reeenbed 1110V1116111 writer in a column, to respond
with their eltage en the partlealar lime being discussed.
OPINION PAGE
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HIARTLINE
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
and -sotve problems-fast. Write to
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,.
Dayton, Ohio, 4.5415.
Heartline: What is the title of the Social
Security pamphlet that one uses for
figuring his Social Security retirement
benefits? A.M.
Answer: It is titled "Estimating your
Social Security Retirement Check".
Publication number is (SSA 74-10047, and
is available free at any Social Security
office.
Heartline: Can you tell me about the
foster grandparent program? M.A.S.
Answer: Yes, it is a program worth
telling about. There are thousands of
foster grandparents. The foster grand-
parent program was established to
provide older adults with a useful way to
serve their communities in the retirement
years, and to give them the satisfaction
that comes from being needed and serving
others.
Foster grandparents serve in a variety
• 
of settings: pediatric wards of hospitals,
institutions for the mentally retarded,
correctional facilities, homes for the
dependent and neglected. and-institutions
for emotionally disturbed and the
physically handicapped.
Each grandparent is assigned two
children and devotes two hours each day to
each child. The foster grandparents
receive an hourly stipend, a transportation
allowance, daily hot lunches where
feasible, annual physical examinations,
accident insurance, uniforms or smocks
where required and guidance from their
program staff.
Foster grandparents come from all
walks of life. There are three
requirements for participation in the
program: age 60 or older, low income, and
good health. There are no educational
requirements.
There are children with special needs,
and elderly people who need to be needed.
The foster grandparent program is one
answer to both problems. For more
details, write to ACTION, Washington,
D.C., 20525.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger i Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4 Christ.
mos Doy. New Yeor's Doy and Thanksgiving by
Murroy Newspapers. Inc . 103 N 4th St
Murray. Ky , 42071
Second Class Postage Paid ot Murray. Ky
42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers. S2 25 per month payable in advance
By moil in Calloway County and to Benton Hor
din Mayfield Sedoho and Farmington Ky and
Paris RuChonan und Puryeor Tenn 512 50 per
year 8y mod to other destinations. S27 50 per
year
Member of Associated Press Kentucky Press





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: TRUE RAIL REFORM HARRIGAN
One of the essential elements of a sound
national economy is an efficient railroad
system operated on free enterprise
principles. Such a system is a vital com-
ponent in the nation's overall tran-
sportation system, which includes truck
lines, barges and air line companies.
Unfortunately, excessive government -
regulation and paralyzing union influences
have resulted in the crippling of major U.
S. railroads in the Northeast and Midwest,
notably the Penn Central railroad.
Only a few months ago the Rock Island
line, which serves 756 communities and
1,668 grain elevators in 13 states, went
bankrupt. This kind of disaster affects not
only the stockholders of the affected lines
but the residents of a vast region. In the
Nortbeast, 45 per cent of the, freight traffic
is moved on the Penn Central, which is
limping along on transfusions of money
supplied by Congress.
In attempting to wrestle with the
railroad problem, Congress passed the
Railroad Reorganization Act in 1973 to
deal with the widening rail crisis. Out of
this has emerged the proposed-quasi-
government "Conrail" system, which
would provide service over bankrupt and
near bankrupt lines.
-- Unfortunately, Conrail is likely to create
more problems than it solves. It is a costly,
Phan; ty 1sgited' -ieep t o si a r d
nationalization of U. S. railroads.
Sen. Strom Thurmond ( R-S.C.) recently -
said that Conrail'"would require an
Awl-rows taxpayarasubaida-of_ta billi-
ifittlally, and -cotild stalhdh off as Mach 'a'a
$7 billion duriag the 14-year aehabilitation
period. This is not only an unnecessary
burden on the public, but it is also a
dangerous step down the road of
nationalization of the railroads."
Conrail isn't an answer to the rail crisis
because it is simply another proposal for
pumping taxpayer dollars into failing
enterprises. Moreover, Conrail would do
nothing about the antiquated railroad
work rules, imposed by rail unions, which
prevent railroads from operating in an
efficient manner.
Not more government, but less, is the
proper approach to the troubled railroads.
As Sen. Thurmond pointed out, "Congress
must search deeper to find the real causes
of the railroads' problems." He added,
Over a period of years, government has
subjected the railroads to an impossible
maze of unnecessary regulations, which
have hampered their competitive position
in certain areas. Government has caused
the problem, and freeing the railroads of
unnecessary government control is my
preferred solution."
'Sen. Thurmond has joined with Sen.
Robert Taft Jr. ( R-Ohio ) in sponsoring
legislation that would provide a free en-
terprise solution to the rail crisis. Their
bill ( S. 1801) would provide for "controlled
liquidation of the bankrupt lines, allowing
successful railroads to buy up troubled
lines in a manner that would insure the
continuation of vital rail services."
Under the Thurmond-Taft bill, rail
carriers would establish their fees in a
competitive market structure, not by rule
of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
which bears a heavy responsibility for the _
current Tail crisis. Most importantly, the
free enterprise rail bill calls for reform of
what Sen. Thurmond refers to as "the
many ridiculous, make-work labor rules,
aviliclahladeicaireates laiaraprodwativityaor., _
' taelaffniries." " .
This legislation points in the right
direction-toward a free market solution
-and away from taxpayer subsidies and the
threat of nationalization. Nationalized
railroads would constitute a government
rathole of unprecedented size. It is time





Not A New Idea
By S. C. Van Curon
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT - While Kentucky's bid
for two coal conversion plants arouses a lot
of interest and attention, this isn't a brand
new idea as many seem to believe.
South Africa has had a successful
operation since World War II and last year
launched another plant estimated to cost
$1.5 billion to produce gasoline, dieselene
and other products from coal, South Africa
Scope, a government magazine, reported
in its July issue.
Gov. Julian Carroll last week tran-
sferred the state's energy research from
the Development Cabinet to a newly
created Kentucky Energy Research
Center. It will be headed by Dee Akers who
was head of the Devflopment Cabinet.
 Quarters for the new agency will be in the• Spindletop Research building on Iron-
works Pike at Lexington.
The 1974 legislature set up a $50 million
Energy Development and Demonstration
Fund and appropriated $7 million to the
fund from the 1974-76 bienniel budget. The
money is to be used to try to lure coal
conversion plants, jointly sponsored by the
federal and state governments with
private enterprise.
Kentucky believes it has an excellent
chance of getting at least two pilot or
Let's Star Well
Watch Your Cholesterol
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
Cholesterol is normally pres-
ent in the human body and is es-
sential in the metabolism of food,
' but cholesterol also is associated
with a number of common dis-
eases.
Cholesterol is a fat'-like
alcohol, and the name conies
from two Greek words -- chole
(bile) and steroa (solid)
The normal level of
cholesterol in the blood .is 1.50 to
250 milligrams per 100
- milliliters. Higher levels are
a\g' often found asne iated with dis-
eases such as uncOntrolled
diabetes mellitus, 'gallstones and
hardening of the arteries. ._
Cholesterol Occurs naturally
only in foods derived from
animals. especially those which
have four legs and live on land.
eggs dairy pmducts and 1s M
-lean iexcepr- snetraftSIT.-Wtneft
have con.sklerable cholesterol)
Flesh from fowl is relatively low
in this chemical.
Plants contain no cholesterol,
and therefore a strict vegetarian
would tend to consumer smaller
amounts Lesser/ concentrations
of kholesteml are found in most
margarines, nuts, vegetable oils
anal seeds, the cholesterol con-
tained in them resulting from
the food 2 r ocessing.
Some cholesterol ia normally
generated in the body. especially
in the liver. The diet supplies the
chemicals from •which
cholesterol. is formed, and most
,of it is derived from tbe con-
sumption of saturated fats
(animal 'origin) in Out rood.
Try to limit cholesterol intake
to 300 milligrams a day (one egg
contains about 250) and see that
no more than one-third of your
caloties come from fats. less
meats and include fowl and fish
in your diet.
Cutting your cholesterol-bear-
ing foods will usually reduce
your total caloric intake and will
help you to lose weight as your
cholesterol blood level drops. It
usually becomes lower with ex-
ercise, as well.
Q: Mr. J. L., who is over 60
yearsaokal. expresses concern
about a resting pulse rate of 48 to
53 per minute and wonders
whether he needs a pacemaker.
A: If you are free of symptoms
(dizziness and faintness), if your
electrocardiogram shows no evi-
dence of a heart block and if you-
have had a slow pulse for years.
you should not need a
pacemaker.. especially if your
pulse rate picks up on exercise
-thatt-tettftt- ultIrti-lifiurd rie Ifie NranY-PerTillr'nirrrmnrTurr-a- ItTis 'd.W • WI he under the
BLASINGAME
ment. A physician could readily
make such an evaluation for
you. •
Q Mrs. C. R. wants to know the
usual source of infectious
hepatitis and the average length
of the illness.
•
demonstration plants. Ashland Oil is in-
terested in becoming a co-sponsor of a
liqufaction plant and Texas Gas Tran-
smission has shown interest in a
gasification plant. Ohio and West Virginia
also are seeking the plants.
South Africa's SASOL ( short for South
African Coal, Oil and Gas Corporation)
operating plant recorded a turnover of $440
million, an increase of some $150 million
over the previous year, and a taxed profit
of more than $25.5 million in its last fiscal
year, the magazine reported.
According to the magazine, SASOL
mines and crushes 22,000 tons of coal daily
from an underground area of 10 square
miles. The coal is fed to the plant on a
conveyor belt a mile and a half long. Daily,
it separate from 15,000 tons of air, 2,600
tons of oxygen. The coal is gasified in an
atmosphere of oxygen and steam under
pressure of 350 pounds per square inch.
Each hour nine million cubic feet of gas so
produced is purified by cooling to a tem-
perature of minus 85 degrees and washed
with methyl alcohol. The resultant pure
gas mixture is the raw material for the
synthesis process. Fuel gas, petrol,
nitrogen, ethylene, butadiene, propylene,
alcohol, acetone, ammonia, sulphur,
waxes, tar, carbon dioxide, benzoles,
cynaides and styrene are the products now
produced.vihent
he energy crisis struck in 1973,
world interest in SASOL Soared. Scientists
from many countries have visited the
plant. El Paso Company of Texas ap-
pointed SASOL as consultant for the
planning, design and construction of the
first large coal-from-gas plant in the
United States. It was estimated when El
Paso puts this plant into production within
a few years, it would be providing about 25
per cent of America's total gas needs by
the turn of the century, so the magazine
arItitcleissays.
readily understandable how
economically important two coal con-
version plants will be to Kentucky. The
state is the largest coal producing state in
the nation. Kentucky could use its won
resources and produce more than enough
gas to serve alLthe needs of the state and
supply 'others with gas. This is to say
nothing of the many by-products that
would be derived in the gasification and
liqufaction processes.
Letter To The Editor
Coverage Appreciated
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Murray Banditos girls
softball team I would like to thank Carol
Johnson for giving the girls the excellent
Business Mirror
write-ups following the K. I. A. S. A. State
Tournament held in Murray on August 1, 2
and 3.
Yours truly,
Mrs. L. D. Howard.
Statistical Flukes
Turn Up Everywhere
II, JON \ \I 1.
NEW YORK (AP) - Those things called
statistical flukes seem to be turning up
everywhere, upsetting our notion of things
economic, undermining our hopes,
misleading our forecasters.
A fluke is the all-purpose alibi, serving
economists in the same way that a "freak
disturbance" provides the weather
forecaster with what seems to be an ex-
planation for his own poor performance.
Is the nation's balance of payments
satiation improving or deteriorating? It's
hara to tell; something's flukey.
As measured by the net liquidity balan-
ce, payments 'showed a $1.2 billion surplus
in the June quarter. That represented a
deterioration from the first-quarter sur-
plus of $2.9 billion.
Measured by the official reserve tran-
sactions basis, payments showed a $1.6
billion deficit, but that was an im-
provement from the $3.3 billion deficit
registerd in the first quarter.- • —
Perhaps not to be placed in the category
of fluke, but too important to ignore in any
compilation of misleading indicators, is
'InJuly, sloes rose 2.4 per cent to $49.97'
billion from $48.76 billion in June. It was
the largest one-month increase in a year,
and put revenues 7.8 per cent above the
year-earlier figure of $46.36 billion.
You may conclude from this that sales
are spurting. And you may draw the con-
clusion that the nation is moving up out of
the recession.
However, those figures really show that
sales volume declined. If ,sales were to
show a gain they would have to come to a
total at least 9.5 per cent higher than the
year before to compensate for the rise in
consumer prices.
Criticism of the jobless figures reported
by Washington also seems to be growing
because of what could be a very serious
error of methodology that undoubtedly will
be passed off as a fluke.
Doubts about the reliability of the unem-
ployment figures arise from the practice
Kentucky hopes to locate the liqufaction
plant in the Ashland area, and the
gasification pilot plant in Western Ken-
tucky. The high sulphur coal of Western
kentucky would provide a clean-burning
fuel and produce valuable by-productalhat
now go up the smoke stack anti create
environmental problems.
The caution word is not to become
.overattattised Ber110130-1CellfTerr&irniE
it becomes the bread of life.saturated variety Select lean slow pulse and rinuiri. no treat- care of a physician nailed down the two plants as yet.
Today In History
By The Auociased Press
Today is Monday, August 18, the 230th
day of 1975. There are 135 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight-in history:
On this date in 1587, Virginia Dare was
born at Roanoke Island, N. C. She was the
first child born in America of English
parents.
On this date:
In 1708, British forces captured the
island of Sardinia.
In 1870, Western Australia was granted
representative government.
In 1914, President Woodrow Wilson
proclaimed American neutrality in World
War!.
In 1943, during World War II, President
Franklin Roosevelt and British Prime
Minister Winston Churchill conferred in
Quebec, Canada.
In 1954, Assistant Secretary of Labor
James Wilins became the first black to at-
tend a meeting of the U.S. Cabinet.
In 1963, James Meredith became the fir-
st black to be graduated from the Univer-
sity of Mississippi.
Ten years ago: The White House denied
that there was any difference between the
Vietnam policies of President Lyndon
Johnson and former President Dwight
Eisenhower.
Five years ago: The United States urged
Israel to proceed with peace negotiations
with Egypt without further delay.
One year ago: Representatives of 130
nations met at the World Population Con-
ference in Bucharest, Romania.
Today's birthdays: Actress Shelley Win-
ters is 52. Former Secretary of the Interior
Walter Bickel is 56.
Thought for today: Youth will be served
- an English proverb.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, King George III of
England expressed satisfaction with the
draft of a proclamation declaring the con-
duct of the Americans rebellious.
A: The virus usually enters the
body through the digestive tract
by direct contact with an in-
fected person (through kissing.
for instance) or by eating in-
fected foods (oysters, clams)
which have been in polluted Ava -
ters. The acute phase is variable,
three to eight weeks, and is asso-
ciated with jaundice. upper ab-
dominal discomfort, wealtne
and Ici% of appetite. As long as
these symptoms persist. activity
' should be limited...Persons with
Bible _Thought
Whosoeyer shall fall upon that
stone shall be broken; but on
whomsoever it shall fall, it will
grind him to powder. Luke 20:18.
A broken ear of corn is just two
-pieces; but-when-it's ttnety gravid
of dropping from the labor force figure in-
dividuals who have become so discouraged
that they no longer look for work.
First National City Bank economists are
warning Americans not to become too op-
timistic over a drop in joblessness to 8 4
per cent in July because it could be tem-
porary.
When the economy begins to improve,
they say, discouraged dropouts might re-
enter the work force. A goodly number will
fail to obtain jobs irrunmediately, and thus
will be added to the jobless rolls.
Sindlinger & Co., a polling and research
firm, goes so far as to suggest that most of
the improvement in the unemployment
rate this year can be attributed to this
situation.
Albert Sindlinger, president of the firm,
says it is unlikely that the correction will
show up in August unemployment figures.
But he suggests the nation might be in for a
shock On or about Oct. 6, when the Sep-
ternber nitres-are released:
Sindlinger, who maintains that unem-
ployment was above 11 per cent in July -
that is, counting individuals the govern-.
meat 411rimktruaLita8alcolatino4..---
the government is erring, not just flulaing.
1.0-Yeari Ago
Michael White showed the Grand
Champion Jersey and Jimmy Dodson, the
Grand Champion Angus, in the Purchase
Area 4-1k Cattle Shows in Murray. _Jerry
Stark showed the Junior Champion
Holstein heifer and Johnny Kelso showed
the Grand Champion Ayshire.
Army Specialist Four Thomas Jones has
completed special training at the Seventh
Army Center at Grafenwehr, Germany.
Deaths reported are Hardy Horace
Miller, age 74, Hazel Route Tieft, Ruth
Patterson, Huntingdon, Tenn., formerly of
Murray, Billy McClure, Bowling Green,
and Max Cole, age 24, from injuries suf-
fered in a fall at Athens, Ala.
.Becky Hendon, Kathy Rayburn, and
James Gantt of Murray College High
School attended the High School Jour-
nalism Workshop, sponsored by the
University of Minneapolis, Minneapolis,
Minn.
20 Years Ago
Calloway County Schools will open
August 29, according to an announcement
by Buron Jeffrey, superintendent. Prin-
cipals of the high schools are William B.
Miller, Almo, Guy Lovins, Hazel, M. B.
Rogers, Kirksey, Raymond Story, Lynn
Grove, and Edward Curd, New Concord.
Mrs. Eliza Jane Rieves, age 89, died
yesterday.
Rev. Paul T. Lyles will resume his duties
as minister of the First United Methodist
Church on Sunday after being away for
two weeks.
Miss Jean Brooks Corn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. H. C. Corn, and William Willard
Cooper, son of Mrs. Viola Cooper of Cairo,
were married August 14 at the First
Christian Church.
The King Brothers and Cole Brothers
Circus, sponsored by the Young Business
Men's Club, will show on Waldrop Show





U.S. Sen. Wetter "Dee" Neeliftesteii
3327 Dirtsen Bedding
Washington, D. C. 20510
U.S. See. Wendell N. Ford (D)
1121 Dirtisen BeiWing
Weshingtee, D. C. 20510
U.S. Roe. Carrel Nehtierd,-Jr. (D)
123 Canon Meese Office lioilifeng
Washington. D. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of
lido, of your choice
State Level
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47-Year-Old Blanda Kicks And
Throws Raiders Past Steelers
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
When George, Blanc)p prokte
into—&—NatiOrtir Football
League with the Chicago Bears,
he was the third-string quarter-
back behind Sid Luckman and
Johnny Lujack.
Lockman and Lujack are just
fond memories now, but Blanda
is still winning NFL games, al-
though he's still the No. 3 quar-
terback.
Sunday, the 47-year-old
Blanda passed to Morris Brad-
shaw for a 53-yard touchdown,
then kicked a 20-yard field goal
with eight seconds remaining to
lift the Oakland Raiders to a
24-21 victory over the Pitts-
burgh Steelers.
Sunday night, fullback Joe
Wilson, given a chance when
Sam Cunnngham was injured,
sprinted 6 and 34 yards for
touchdowns as the New Eng-
land Patriots crushed the Min-
nesota Vikings 36-10. •
In Saturday's games, it was
Miami 20, Detroit 14; New
York Giants 17, San Diego 7;
Los Angeles 10, San Francisco
6; New Orleans 24, Denver 21;
Houston 24, Washington 13;










you all about a
• long-time-gone prodigal
son who is back walking
with the lord. Man In Black
May also help, you discover
God's love and forgiveness
in your own lifer'
Cloth, No 12000, $6.95
The Christian
Book Center
808 Chestnut Ph. 753-0425
York Jets 14, St. Louis 13;'
Cleveland 14, Philadelphia 6,
and _Atlanta
Dallas is at Kansas City Mon-
day night.
Blanda, who holds the NFL
record for most completions in
a game, now usually sees ac-
tion only as a placekicker. But
after Ken Stabler, Oakland's
starting quarterback, connected
with Fred Biletnikoff for a
40yard TD, Blanda got his
chance. He responded with the
scoring pass play to Bradshaw.
Then, in the closing seconds,
rookie quarterback David
Humm, who threw a 27-yard
scoring pass to Dave Casper,
moved the Raiders downfield to
the Pittsburgh one. Two plays
later, with Oakland on the
three and eight seconds re-
maining in the game, Blanda
booted the winning field goal.
Pittsburgh scored on a 26-
yard pass play from Terry
Bradshaw to Frank Lewis, a 55,
yard run by Bradshaw and a
four-yard run by Preston
Pearson.
At Foxboro, Mass., Wilson
got his chance when Cunning-
ham suffered a bruised hip on
New England's second series of
downs. The Patriots other TDs
were scored by Mack Herron
and rookies Allen tarter and
Steve Grogan, while John
Smith added a 31-yard field
goal.
Minnesota's Sam McCollum.
Feturaed -a_ 1310- 7-Yar4a, foC• a
touchdown and Fred Cox
booted a 28-yard three-pointer.
Los Angeles defeated San
Francisco for .the_1211 tune in
13 exhibition matchups. But the
Rams lost rookie guard Greg
Horton, who suffered ligament
damage to his left knee. Horton
underwent surgery Sunday and
may be lost for the season.
" Tony Baker's four-yard scor-
ing run and Grant Guthrie's
19yard field goal gave the
Rams the victOry.
John Hadl and Jerry Tagge
each passed for touchdowns as
Green Bay defeated the Bears.
Barry Smith caught a 12-yard
TD pass from Had' while
Tagge combined with Eric Tor-
kelson for a one-yard TD. The
Bears got a 51-yard scoring
pass from Bobby Douglass to
Be Rather.
Rookie Fred Winfrey and vet-
eran Norm Bulaich helped
Miami to victory. Winfrey
scored the winning touchdown
in the third period on a 39-yard
run. Bulaich caught an Earl
Morrell pass for a nine-yard




- Ralph Kiner Sr. never saw
his son play baseball. Beatrice
Kiner wanted her son to be a
score. 
doctor. But Ralph Kiner Jr.
sPo
ii(21,45..!f#Y 7 the vig that led
to the Hall of Fame. —
Hitting on eight straight
passes; -Oreig Isttilon the
Giants by San Diego with first
period scoring tosses to Walker
Gillette and Joe Dawkins. Ar-
chie Manning found the target
on 23 of 29 passes for 212 yards
and two touchdowns as New
Orleans knocked off Denver.
Houston's Dan Pastorini
threw scoring passsess to Ken
Burrough and Billy Johnson
and Johnson also added an
89yard punt return as the Oil-
ers clipped Washington. Dave
Hampton scored from the three
and Nick .Mike-Meyer booted a
28-yard field goal as Atlanta
trimmed Baltimore.
Quarterback Mike Phipps
clicked with rookie Willie Mil-
ler for a 32-yard score and
Hugh McKinnis scored from the
one in Cleveland's triumph over
Philadelphia, while Al Woodall
and John Jones filled in for a
sidelined Joe Namath and
passed the Jets to victory, but
it was Bobby Hovrfield's point-
after kick that decided the con-
test against St. Louis.
Beth Daniel Plans
For Long Career
NEWTON, Mass. (AP) -
Beth Daniel, 18, the new U.S.
Women's Amateur golf cham-
pion from Charleston, S.C.,
looked forward to new chal-
lenges today, planning to con-
tinue-, playing as.-/Qag-as-444
fun.
"I've always dreamed of win-
ning a national Cifampionship,
putt041W_I-44-Y-c.:4111.-FAL:PAa0
University sophomore said Sat-
urday after capturing the title
wi.th a 3 and 2 victary' civer
Donna Horton, 21, of Jackson-
ville, Fla.
Miss Daniel, who is 5-10 and
weighs 120 pounds, won the
championship in her first ap-
pearance in the U.S. women's
event.
"I want to continue playing
golf but only as long as it's
fun," she said. "This is fun
now. If golf ever becomes
work, I'll give it up."
Miss Daniel avenged a defeat
to Miss Horton in the 1971 Caro-
linas junior finals while becom-
ing one of the tournament's
youngest champions in the 75th
annual competition at Brae
Burn Country Club.
She withstood pressure and
went in front to stay on the 31st
hole. She won the 32nd and then
closed out the match with a




The economy is looking up. Inflation
is slowing down, the recession is sloss -
ing down, and consumer confidence
is returning. We're moi ing in the
right direction.
But product inventories remain
high. And, of course, prices remain
high. too.
Which means we've probably
hit bottom on the cost of many of
the things you want to buy. Espe-
cially major purchases such as
automobiles.
And that makes this a great buyers'
market. Consider the facts:
Even though inflation is slowing, it
will continue to adddollarsto the price of
new cars and trucks you decide to buy in
the future, rather than now.
T 13011.,, 
And large inventories mean that automobile
11,"perrno,...n dealers are cutting prices as much as possible.
offering specials. trying harder than ever to satisfy
.you. Another advantage, too, more cars and trucks mean a greater choice of models, a greater
choice of opt ions.,..greater flexibility to get exactly what you want.
At the same time, trade-in allowances on used vehicles are at record highs. So you can save even
more on new cars and trucks. and come out on top at both ends of your deal: Your position has
never been stronger.
Ri lii.iht now is a ood time to bus.
BUYING TODAY,
COULD BE YOUR
BEST WAY TO SAVE
A publis se rs KC mereage presented by N . A . D. A.. this newspareratif Chrnewyar-dearsle-of-ner voinsounity.
wanted a life in rts and he
"If I gotS"Sf baseball ability
from heredity, it wasn't from
my father," he said fondly be-
fore his induction into the
shrine. "My dad was such a
terrible player, they wouldn't
let him into the games. But
since he was the most honest
guy around, the fellows let him
hold the money they'd bet on
the games."
Kiner got his talent from
someplace, starting out shagg-
ing flies for a neighbor's son in
a vacant lot in Alhambra, Ca-
lif., some forty years ago. Then
it was sandlot games, minor
league ball, and eventually the
majors - with some stops
-716-tig the-071F -
'During the depression, I had
a magazine route, But it took
up my afternoons, so I started
burying the magazines in my
back yard and mowing lawns in
order to give the magazine
back its money, he recalled.
"It worked out great until my
mother found out. She sent me
to a military academy.
Beatrice Kiner, a nurse dur-
ing World War I. is bedridden
now, totally blind and 80 per
cent deaf at 93 years of age.
She wasn't here to watch her
boy accorded the highest honor
a baseball player can earn.
Kiner was installed by the
Etlistatudt-Writers Assoeiatice-of---
America, receiving only one
more vote than the minimum
for election 15 years after end-
ing a career that produced 369
home runs, 1,015 runs batted in
and a .279 batting average over
10 seasons with the Pittsburgh
Pirates, Chicago Cubs and
Cleveland Indians.
He was to be joined by Billy
Herman, a busy second base-
man who set or equalled four
records for putouts and was
one of the top hit-and-run bat-
ters during the 14 active years





five teams to 2,159 victories
over a 29-year career, and Earl
Averill, the all-time home run
and RBI leader for the Indians.
William "Judy" Johnson, one
of the great third baseman in
black baseball history, was
honored by the specially




(AF) - Concord Aquatics
placed four men including Mike
Asch-on the All-American wa-
ter polo team chosen by the
Amateur Athletic Union follow-
ing the National Water Polo
Championships on Sunday.
Asch named most valuable
nOtidartnatfr-- '
pionship tournament, was' ac-
companied by John Svendsen,
Tom Belf anti and Peter
Schnugg of the Concord team
which won the team champion-
ships.
Stanford Aquatics placed
goalie Steve Hamm and Jim















Stitch up denim duds,




































with bright solids to
mateh. Full bolf'
Prices Good Mon. thru Wed.





Make stylish skirts, pants
and jackets from this natu-






Bright and beaUtiful prints
in fashion lengths for the
snappiest T-shirts ever!
COMPARE AT 1.97 YD. 




.COffl'Sf br hat* f --
ral prints with
matching solids •
est . Bel-Air Shopping Center
lqueopportuni#1bitr_, _











Neat prints in many
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ILLINOIS CHAMPS—Powerful Belleville, a suburb of St. Louis, won the state legion title in Illinois and
will he playing in the Great Lakes Regional in Murray. Members of the team are top row, left to right, Jeff
Schmidt, statistician, Barney Elser, manager, Barry Frazier, Scott Miller, Mike Dingo, Charlie Leonard,
Tony Musso, coach, and John Schmidt. Middle row, Vicki Schmidt, batgirl, Jim Bedwell, John Field, Phil
Jacquot, Bob Smith, John Hogan, John Marif ion, and Dawn Elser, bat girl. Front row, Al Alberter, Stan Aber-
nathy, Mike Muskopf, Brian McFarland, Chuck Fairixiirn, Bob Pietroburgo and Jeff Kinnikin.
WSCOWSIN CHAMPS—Zanesville, Wisconsin, atame which will-he platting in the Greet Lakes Regional
Tournament in Murray this week, won the state legion title in Wisconsin. Top row, left to right are Coach
Dale Barry, Tim Kluge, Jim Negus, Steve Bcmderson and Bob Burkheimer. Middle row, John Barry, batboy,
Mite Davis, Seen timber?, lack Kingsley and Coeds Bob Sinter. Front rev, Ray Olson, Greg-Lyn-
ch, Bob McCann, Del Kouss, Gary Anderson and Dave Hansen.
•
Governors Ink All-American Cager
Shot Heard 'Round The World:
Drummer Signs At Austin Peay
By MIKE BRANDON At Muncie Northside High signed a conference letter of the same class with Fly
"Ala-ors rmersprortg Eau vrearairmneraveinarnti ivittrtne—utsvarirf of -WilfreNs—Kurolrewmattis
The shot heard 'round the
world.
No, not the one some 200 years
ago. The one just today in
Clarksville, Tn.
Austin Peay State University
has announced the signing of
All-American Sam Drummer of




There are still some
remaining tickets on sale for the
banquet Tuesday night which
will kick off the Great Lakes
Regional Baseball Tournament.
The banquet will begin at 6:30
p. m. in the Student Union
Building at Murray State
University. All the teams will be
present in addition to press
members, professional scouts
and state and local dignitaries.
Congressman Carroll Hub-
bard of Mayfield is expected to
be at the banquet along with a
representative from Governor
Carroll's office. Also present
will be state representative
,Richard WeisenberKer of
Mayfield, Murray Mayor John
Ed Scott and Cotuity Judge Bob
Hillman Lyons, who spent 30
years in professional sports,• will be the featured speaker.
Shaktng As They —1"44e1 inlaralallf1V
Prepare To Face Hot Tigers
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
The three-time world cham-
pion Oakland A's don't scare
easily, but they were scared of
the baseball Sunday, and
tonight their knees are shaking
because they're up against one
of baseball's hottest teams —
the Detroit Tigers.
The reason for their baseball
phobia was Milwaukee fire-
bailer Pete Broberg who hit
three A's batters, the same
number who hit him back. Bro-
berg gave up three hits, none of
them in the second inning when
the A's scored all their runs in
a 3-1 victory over the Brewers.
Broberg walked Billy Wil-
liams„ then hit Sal Bando and
Gene Tenace on successive
pitches to load the bases. A
walk to Jim Holt forced in the
first run, Bando scored on a
double play grounder, then Te-
nor,- scored_ on Robin Ytittnt'.P
34th error of the season. - - •
"My fastball was moving,
maybe too much," said Bro-
berg, who walked eight men in
eight innings. "They've got
some hitters who stand close to





(Introducing the 38mpg; VW rabbit.)
The Chinese named this the Year of the Rabbit.
Their Rabbit will give you° year of prosperity.
Our Rabbit will give you 38 mpg'. (on the
highway).
As much legroom and headroom as you get
in some of the mid-sized cars.
Great carrying capacity, plus the conve-
nience of a Hatchback (and not a penny extra
for that hatch).
And a price that makes it the cor of the year.
rabbitt24 MPG city Based on 1975 model firderof EPA report
^CVolkswogen of Americo.
Carroll VW-Audi
800 Chestnut 753-8850 A
U1.0../.0
jumping up and biting them.
The A's are afraid of being
bitten by the Tigers, who have
finally found their teeth after 19
straight losses. Ray Bare broke
the futility string Saturday
night with a two-hitter as the
Tigers won 8-0, then rookie
Vern Ruhle made it two in a
row Sunday with a five-hit, 7-0
vietory over the California An-
gels.
Elsewhere in the American
League, Boston dropped the
first game of its doubleheader
with Chicago 6-2, then won the
nightcap 4-3 in 11 innings; Bal-
timore blanked Texas 4-0;
Cleveland pounded Minnesota
14-5, and Kansas City tripped
the New York Yankees 5-3.
Ruhle, whose 2-0 victory over
the Yankees July 28 was the Ti-
gers' last victory before Satur-
day night, was backed by an
11-hit attack which included
Tom Veryzer's two-run homer
and three hits by Ron LeFlore.
Oriole 4, Rangers 0
Baltimore's Jim Palmer, the
major league's first 19-game
winner at 19-7, silenced Texas
on four hits. This was his third
shutout in his last four outings,
two of which were two-hitters.
He has pitched nine shutouts
this season.







has 19 hits in his
for a .633 pace.
Indians 14,
contact Lester Nanny or Cleo
Sykes at the Murray Post Office
or Tommy Rushing at the Bank
of Murray or Will Ed Stokes at






traditionally opens fall football
practice at Murray State
University will be in Roy
Stewart Stadium Wednesday,
Aug. 20 at 6:30 p.m.
The barbecue is sponsored by
the Big M Club and is open to
the public. Tickets are $3 each
and may be bought from any
member of the club
Following the barbecue,
Coach Bill Furgerson will in-
troduce his coaching staff and
the 1975 Racers and preview the
season which will begin Sept. 20
against Western Carolina in
Stewart Stadium.
Left-hander Fritz Peterson
now owns both Indians victories
in their last six games. But this
triumph actually belonged to
Cleveland's hitters who mauled
five Minnesota pitchers for 19
hits, highlighted by George
Hendrick's three-run homer
and Buddy Bell's four RBI.
Royals 5, Yankees 3
_John Mayberry took over the
the American League lead in
home runs with his 29th of the
season — his third in the last
three games -- to help Kansas
City beat Catfish Hunter and
the Yankees. Paul Splittorff
pitched a five-hitter and sent
Hunter to his 12th defeat in 28
decisions.
Red Sox 2-4, White Sox 6-3
Denny Doyle's two-out single
in the 11th inning gave Boston
a second-game triumph after
Jorge Orta's two-run single in a
three-run second inning carried
the White Sox to victory in the
opener. The split, coupled with
Baltimore's victory over Texas,
cut the Red Sox' AL East lead
over the Orioles to 61/2 games.
AVM 'RACING
ZEI,tWE9, Austria — Italian
Vittorio Brambilla won the Aus-
trian Formula One Grand Prix
auto race which was halted in
the 29th lap becamse of dan-
gerous track conditions in driv-
 IIng rain. _
points per game and 12
rebounds. He was listed in the
Louisville Courier-Journal and
Sports Illustrated as one of the
top five college prospects in the
nation.
Why Austin Peay?
It is rumored, though not
official yet, that Gardner-Webb
assistant basketball coach
Roger Banks will become an
assistant at Austin Peay under
head coach Lake Kelly.
Drummer had originally
Indiana. He elected not to go to
Indiana and then signed a
national letter of intent with
Gardner-Webb College.
However, Gardner-Webb is a
NAIA school and is not af-
filiated with the NCAA and does
not fall under NCAA guidelines.
Therefore, Sam Drummer will
be able to play with Austin Peay
this fall.
Kelly was more than elated.
He was head and shoulders
above cloud nine.
"As far as talent goes, he's in
was the flamboyant and
sometimes cocky super player
that shot Austin Peay from an
alley to a place on the map in
the world of basketball. He is
now playing for the St Louis
Spirits of the American
Basketball Association.
"He has no limitations as far
as I can see when it comes to
talent," Kelly said.
"How much will he play? He
will have to come down here
and earn his position but I'll say
this: If he sits on the bench,
C111 'MAY LEDGER P'111111..L0
PORTS
Tiny Lund Killed In
Fiery Talladega 500
,
-7 Model sportstnan ranks . ttinct, other -ear on-IM same lap with
AP Sports Writer the 1963 Daytona 500 winner, Baker, who had started second
TALLADEGA, Ala. (AP) — had been tapering off his rac- in the 50-car lineup.
BuddyWer, a ..guz with a ing schedule. Third place went to Donnie
heavy foot and- a btrigar17 aftitilirfrIV
didn't know exactly how to take
his victory in Sunday's Tall-
adega 500 stock car race.
Exhausted after edging Rich-
ard Petty by a scant three feet,
Baker's face turned sad and his
blue eyes welled with tears
when told his long-time friend
Tiny Lund had been killed in a
smashup early in the race.
"Tiny used to drive for my
dad," said Baker, son of for-
:tier driver Buck Baker. "I
used to go to Tiny's place and
fish.
"He was ...," Baker said in
a choking voice, "one of the
great people in racing."
Lund, at 6-foot-4 and 250
pounds a physical match for
the husky Baker, was crushed
to death when his car was
broadsided.
It vias Lund's only NASCAR
Grand National race this sea-
son, but the 43-year-old veteran
from Cross, S.C., was the sec-
ond leading driver in the late
Washam Capitalizes On
Failure To Win Tourney
By BRENT KALLENIAD
AP Sports Writer
ST. PAUL, Minn. AP ) —
JoAnn Washam capitalized on
the frustrations of a couple of
near misses during her three-
year pro golf career and
crushed her competition in the
first annual Patty Berg Classic.
"I just played the course,'
said the petite golfer from Fort
Worth, Tex. "It's tough some-
times when a lot of great play-
ers are right on your heels, but
it really helped once I had that
eagle on three."
Miss Washam concluded one
of the most spectacular tourna-
ment performances in recenr
years on the Ladies Profes-
sional Golf Als• ociaton ( LPGA )
tour Sunday and won the $45,-
000 tourney with a blistering
under-par 206 for her first pro
victory.
However, it hasn't always
been that easy for the 25-year-
old Miss Washam.
Only two months ago, at Me-
dina, Ohio, Miss Washam car-
ried the lead into the final
round, but collapsed with an 80
on the final day.
"I'd hoped I would profit
from what happened at Me-
dina," she said. "I was relaxed
and just played the course."
She carried a two-stroke lead
into Sunday's final round and
fired the best score of the day
— a 68 — to win by four





10°/0 Off On All Models
511 S. 12th 753-8388
by his crew, didn't know about
Lund's death until asked his re-
action in a post-race interview.
Stunned by the news, Baker
walked away for a few minutes
to be by himself.
It wasn't the only tragedy in
motorsports over the weekend.
Driver Mark Donohue and two
race track guards were criti-
cally injured when his Penske
Formula I racer crashed into
the rails during a practice lap
prior to the start of the Austri-
an Grand Prix in Zelteg, Aus-
tria.
-Lund's death, the first in
NASCAR Grand National rac-
ing since Larry Smith died here
in 1973, cast a pall over the
usual tight finish. Eight of the
13 races here since 1969 have
ended with the top two cars
less than a length apart.
The victory, Baker's second
at the 2.66-mile Alabama Inter-
national Motor Speedway tri-
oval this season, was worth
about $24,000, and was his 10th
triumph in 17 years in Southern
style stock car racing.
Petty's Dodge was the only
leaders until forced to change a
flat tire with' three laps to go
on the A.J. Foyt Chevrolet he
was driving. Foyt had to pull
out of the race, which was de-
layed one week by rain.
In Sunday's 200-mile Tony
Bettehausen auto race, Veteran
Mike Mosley seized the lead on
the 53rd lap, shook off two ad-
vances by John Rutherford and
cruised to an easy victory, fol-
lowed by Gordon Johncock and
Tom Sneva. Favorite A.J. Foyt
withdrew after four laps be-
cause of-gear troubles.
Italian Vittorio Brambilla,
driving a March, captured the
Austrian Formula 'I Grand
Prix, which was halted in the
29th lap because of dangerous
track conditions.
Officials said that with 60 per
cent of the race — 29 of 54 laps
— completed, the first six driv-
ers were given half the points
usually awarded. Brambilla
collected 4.5 points, followed by
Briton James Hunt in a Hes-
keth with three and fellow Brit-
on Tom Pryce, in a Shadow,
with two.
we'll have a super, super team.
may ...haat --MAU.._
problems in our new basketball
facility that we had in the Little
Red Barn," Kelly said.
"With Drummer here, there
may not be enough seats to go
around for everybody."
The news surrounding
Drummer has been kept a well-
hidden secret. The Clarksville
newspapers have not yet
learned the news and when the
word hits town, it should a
mad-rush for season tickets.
Drummer has played in 50
All-Star games since the con-
clusion of his high school
career. He was selected
as the Most Valuable Player
in the Capitol Classic in
Washington D. C., a game in
which Poodles Willoughby and
Bernard Tuhne were over-
shadowed by the awesome
Drummer.
In the annual Derby Classic in
Louisville, Drtunmer won the
one-on-one contest as a member
of the Indiana High School All-
Stars. Drummer has just
recently returned from an AAU
tour in which he played 14
games in nine countries, in-
cluding the Soviet Union.
In that tour, he was selected
as the MVP.
"It's good for us and for the
conference," Kellys aid.
The Governors had lost two of
their announced recruits for
this season, 6-7 forward Jack
Costello of Lafayette, Ind.; and
6-2 guard Dennis Pagan of
Gastonia, N. C.
&drawing, giart__.
for us and he should bring in
crowds all .arount1 the con-
ference," Kelly added.---
But around the conference,
the mood might be: It will be
good for both the league and
Austin Peay. But it'll be a heck
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Bryant And Jordan Strongly
Critical Of NCAA Cost Cut
• BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) -
Coaches Paul "Bear" Bryant of
Alabama and Ralph "Shug"
Jordan of Auburn have strongly
--ove&iolised-pash4oefereeist•etitting-
program approved by the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation's recent convention in
Chicago.
Sports Editor Alf Van Hoose
of The Birmingham News con-
ducted wide-ranging separate
telephone interviews with both
of the Southeastern Conference
coaches.
Jordan, in his last season at
Auburn, said: "All these things,
the travel limit, the home-dress
limit, the cutdown of scholar-
ships and money and tickets,
plus the staff reduction is a bit-
ter dose to swallow."
BASEBALL
STANDINGS
By The Associated Press
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
Pittsburgh 67 55 .549
Philphia 66 55 545 1/2
St. Louis 65 57 .533 2
New York 63 58 .521 31/2
Chicago 58 66 .468 10
Montreal 50 69 .420 151/3
• . West
Cincinnati 82 39 .678 -
Los Angeles 65 57 .533 171/2
S.Francisco 61 62 .496 22
San Diego 55 66 .455 27
Atlanta 55 69 .444 282
Houston 46 80 _365 38'2
Saturday's Results
Chicago 3, Houston 2
New York 4, San Francisco 2*Cincinnati 5, Pittsburgh 3
-Atlarda 8, St. Louis 7
San Diego "5, Philadelphia '1
Montreal 3, Los Angeles 2, 10
innings
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 10, San Diego 4
- New York
Louis. 8, Atlanta 1
Cincinnati 3, Pittsburgh 1
Los Angeles 5, Montreal 3
Chicago 11, Houston 7
Monday's Games
Los Angeles (Hooton 10-9) at
Chicago (Dettore 4-4)
San Diego (Spinner 4-10 and
Strom 5-4) at Montreal (Fry-
man 8-7 and Warthen 5-4), 2, It. 
n)
Philadelphia (Carlton 11-9) at
Atlanta (Niekro 12-10), (n)
Cincinnati (Gullett 9-3) at St.
Louis (Forsch 10-81, (n)
New York (Tate 4-11) at
Houston (Richard 8-8), (n)
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles at Chicago
. Philadelphia At Atlanta, (n)
Sad")...Frencisco at Pittskisrgh,
j(n)
San Diego at At ntreal, (n)
Cincinnati at St. Louis, (n)
New York at Houston, (n)
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
Boston 74 49 .602 -
Baltimore 66 5.1 .550 61/2
New York 62 59 .512 11
Milwaukee 56 66 .459 171/2
Cleveland 53 65 .419 181/2
Detroit 48 74 .393 251/2
West
Oakland 74 48 .607 -
Kansas City 67 53 .558 6
Texas 60 63 .488 141/2
Chicago 59 63 .484 15
Minnesota 56 67 .455 181/2
California 55 69 44,4 20
Saturday's Results
• Boston 5, Chicago 0
1 Minnesota 9, Cleveland 1
Oakland 2, Milwaukee 1 "
Texas 5, Baltimore 1
Kansas City 4, New York
Detroit 8, California 0
Sunday's Results
Chicago 6-3, Boston 2-4, 2nd
game 11 innings
Baltimore 4, Texas 0
Cleveland 14, Minnesota 5
Kansas City 5, New York 3
Detroit 7, California 0
Oakland 3, Milwaukee 1
Monday's Games
Texas (Jenkins 14-12 and
Hargan 8-6) at Cleveland (Hood
4.8 and Harrison 5-4), 2, (t-n)
Baltimore (Torrez 14-61 at
Minnesota (Goltz 10-101, 01)
Milwaukee (Travers 5-7 or
Hausman 3-5) at California
(Singer 7-11, (n)
Detroit (Coleman 8-14) at
Oakland (Siebert 2.3), (n)
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Texas at Cleveland, (n)
Chicago at New York, (n)
Boston at Kansas City, (n)
Baltimore at Minnesota, (n)
Milwaukee at California, (n)
Detroit at Oakland, (n)
3
Bryant, one of college foot- and head coaches?"
ball's most successful coaches, --Jordan: "1 can't under-
said, "I hope they ( the NCAA) stand the academic mind, L
aren't as ridiculous as I've guess. Not only do they take
iseartiftharitrrillOhlit7ttatr-- WRIT
out the scholarship part which
promised supplies necessary in
his studies, pencils, notebooks,
sliderules, graph paper, etc."
what I can do, but you can bet
I'm going to do all possible to
get some changes."
Same of the points the
coaches and Van Hoose talked
about were:
The reduction of football
coaching staffs to a coach,
eight assistants and two gradu-
ate assistants by Aug. 1, 1976:
-Bryant, whose staff in-
cludes 12 assistants: -I'm not
going to fire anybody. If some
of our coaches could not get de-
cent jobs, I guarantee I'll take
care of them. And if somebody
came and asked about the situ-
ation, I'd refer them to our le-
gal department."
-Jordan: "What is football
coming to, telling us how many
coaches we need? At Auburn
we like to establish an unbro-
ken chain with alumni and
friends, and our coaches are
school ambassadors to hun-
dreds of meetings. They want
us to curtail that program
which means much to the uni-
versity, coaches, alumni and
friends."
The elimination of the $15 per
year "laundry" money in schol-
arships:
-Bryant---*It's not enough
now for laundry, toothpaste,
movie tickets occasionally,
haircuts, etc. What shakes me
is that most of the folks voting
to take awax...from.the-players.
got through school on scholar-
ships. If they'd wanted to save 
The 1975 limitation of 48 play-
ers for a game away from
home and 60 at home:
The Alabama coach said,
"Not one word I've read or
heard from those meetings con-
cerned itself with the players'
welfare. I'm surprised.
I'mdisappointed.''
And Jordan added: "I don't
know anything about hockey at
Minnesota, lacross at Navy,
rugby at Cal Tech or fencing at
Cornell, but I know that foot-
ball at Auburn, football in the
Southeastern Conference and
football in the South has just
been kicked in the pants.
"And I don't like it."
-Bry 
our practices esalready 
in:"Allsrperaidny wgBaanye,v
diBaylor,
been working with 70 to 75
players who deserve to play.
Now those so-and-sos in Chi-
cago tell us, tell those players
they can't play."
-Jordan: -I'm thinking
about that trip to Baylor (Sept.
271, on a hot, humid night in
Texas. I'm thinking of players
who will have sweated and
fought and earned positions on
speciality teams. Kids to whom
we'll have to say, 'Sorry, you
p y
money, why, didn't they trim NCAA) haven't legislated dis-' seasons ago when Pandolfi was ontroversy Surrounds Kentucky 0.pn
S
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PORTS
Racers Return. To  Iowa
For Kickoff Barbecue
More than 100 players are
expected to report for the
opening of fall football practice
at Murray State University
Wednesday.
The traditional barbecue that
opens fall practice at Murray is
scheduled for Wednesday
evening. Press and picture day
will be on Thursday, and two-a-
day practice sessions will begin
Friday. Only four days of two-a-
day drills are scheduled as
classes begin at the University
on Aug. 27.
Coach Bill Furgerson and the
Racer coaching staff will have
31 lettermen and 17 starters
back from last year's team
which won 9 games, lost 2, aryl
finished second in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Furgerson says he feels the
OVC champion this season will
be the team that does the best
job of breaking in a new
quarterback and that his
Murray team may have an edge
in the quarterback department.
"Just about every team in the
league graduated its quar-
terback last year," he said.
"We, of course, lost Tom
Pandolfi, but we'll have Mike
he proved in our spring game
when he completed 15 of 20
passes."
The Racers will miss All-
American Don Clayton at
running back, but Art Kennedy
played well in his few ap-
pearances last season and could
be an adequate replacement.
All of last year's receivers will
be back but the offensive line
will be short on both experience
and depth and will be the team's
big question mark, according to
Furgerson.
•
The defensive unit will be
loaded with experience but, as
in previous years, will be the
smallest in the league. The
defensive front line will be led
by tackle Jay Waddle, the team
captain. David McDonald and
Don Hettich will be back to lead
the linebacking corps, and the
defensive secondary of last year
is in tact. The secondary set a
Murray record for interceptions
last season, and Bruce Walker
led the OVC with 8.
The Racers will open their
season against Western
Carolina, Sept. 20 at Murray.
Furgerson's last two teams won
16 games, lost 5, and were
Calvin Hill Out For
Remainder Of Season
Hobbie to replace him. Mike's
,tiken
will have fresh la ers to cover seasons, and he won three of the Stadium
kicks. You think they the four games he started two
ilularfAIS of, atkiletic-diseatiori---edyemare-_-teirt......igike:.%.44.81204.41r
•




The Pittsburgh Pirates are
undoubtedly happy to be back
home after four disastrous
games in Cincinnati.
But after a two-game mid-
week series against San Fran-
cisco, the Bucs will find them-
selves face-to-face once again
with the National League's ver-
sion of -Jaws." The Reds, who
have chewed up virtually ev-
erything in sight this year, in-
vade Pittsburgh- for another
four games starting with a twi-
night doubleheader next Fri-
day.
Actually, Cincinnati only nib-
bled at Pittsburgh on Sunday -
but the result was the same. A
pop-fly single by Dan Driessen
broke a sixth-inning tie, then
Bill Plummer and Pete Rose
singled for seventh-inning runs
that gave the Reds a 3-1 victo-
ry, their eighth straight
triumph.
And it was the Pirates' sixth
straiihedefeat and 11th in their
last games, a nosedive that has
slashed their once-imposing
lead in the East to a scant one-
half game over Philadelphia'.
In Sunday's other NL games,
the Phillies beat San Diego 10-
4, St. Louis pulled within two
games of first by rapping At-
lanta 8-1, New York shut out
San Francisco 3-0 to climb
within 31/ games of the top,
Los Angeles downed Montreal
5-3 and Chicago defeated Hous-
ton 11-7.
Phillies 10, Padres 4
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
DAYTONA BEACH
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▪ ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT plat=
ORMOND BEACH, FLA..32074
Vila for the
price of a room -""
fill 1
Villa In.
it 10 of 305 unite)
ilittr own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
.Each villa completely equipped for
\. housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping Center
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges
An easy drive to all Florida attrac-








Cardinals 8, Braves 1
The Cards might be working
up a love-hate relationship with
the Reds. Cincinnati, having
helped them the past four
games, now invades St. Louis
for a three-game set before
heading for Pittsburgh.
"I expect the Reds to play us
the way they've played us all
year," Cards' Manager Red
Schoendienst srad. "It's impor-
tant for a team to have mo-
menturn - and that's some-
thing they've had all year. But
we've got a little momentum,
too, and we'll battle them.
They beat the Braves handily
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Even with some controversy
brewing over the number of al-
ternates for the 1975 Kentucky
Open Championship golf tour-
nament, the field is full of top
names for action beginning
Tuesday at the Greenbrier Golf
tit Country Club.
In a 14-hit Philadelphia at- as Ken Reitz drove in three 
Alternates are golfers who
tack on San Diego, Larry Bowa runs and Ron Fairly added two 
fail to make the regular start-
ing field for one reason or 
singled for a run in the first in- RBI. other and wait to see if there
an-
fling, then the Phils got three in Mets 3, Giants 0 will be openings to be filled.
the second, two on Dave Cash's Torn Seaver drove in one run
and scored one to become tht" Thia Years field inc49411triple. They get two more in e
the third on successive homers league's first I7-game 
winnerpeopl like defending Open
by Jay Johnstone and Greg Lu- with rt4lief help from Jerry 
champion Al Atkins of Ashland,
zinski, his 31st of the season, Koosman. Seaver pitched three-
and wrapped it up with four in hit ball for 7 1-3 innings and
the eighth, two on a single by fanned six Giants to take over
Garry Maddox. the NL strikeout lead with 175.
The Mets gave him the only
run he needed on third-inning
doubles by Mike Phillips and
Del Unser.
Dodgers 5, Expos 3
Bill Russell's two-ruri single
capped a decisive three-run
second inning that carried Los
Angeles past the Expos. Mike
Marshall picked up his 11th
save after Gary Carter hit a
two-run homeroff Doug Rau in
the eighth.
Cubs 11, Astros
Jose Cardenal snapped a tie
with a fifth-inning double, then
the Cubs scored six runs in the
seventh on six straight singles
to beat the Astros.
Orantes Puts Nastase
In Rage And Doghouse
By TIM WHITE
AP Sports Writer
Make believe you haven't
heard it before: Manuel
Orantes is in the winner's
circle and The Nastase is in the
doghouse.
The Spanish clay court ace
toppled the ill-mannered Roma-
nian 7-6, 6-0, 6-1 Sunday to cap-
ture the men's single title and
the $16,000 first prize at the Ca-
nadian Open Tennis champion-
ships.
It was the second consecutive
clay court title for Orantes,
who secured the U.S. Cham-
pionships last week at In-
dianapolis.
It also marked the umpteenth
time that Nastase's on-court in-
solence had raised the ire of in-
ternational tennis officials.
The organizers of the tourna-
ment afterward filed a formal
complaint with the Men's Inter-
national Professional Tennis
Council over not only Nastase's
allegedly listless play, but also
the repeated double faults of
Bjorn Borg of Sweden and Jan
Kodes' poor sportsmanship.
Kodes stalked off the court
during a second-round match
he was losing.
Nastase, who has a history of
Marcie Louie of San Fran-
cisco scored a 6-1, 4-6, 6-4. deci-
sion over Charlotte Dupont in
the women's singles final Satur-
day.
Meanwhile, Vijay Amritraj of
India continued to collar Stan
Smith, subduing the rangy Cali-
fornian 7-5, 6-3 to reach the fi-
nals of the $50,000 Buckeye
Tennis Championships.
Amritraj's victory, his fourth
straight verdict over Smith In
as many 1975 tries, earned him
a shot at second-seeded Bob
Lutz Monday night for the $8,,-
000 first prize.
Tighter Security
NEW ORLEANS (AP) --
Louisiana Racing Commission-
er Albert Stall says securia
will be tightened at Jefferson
Downs race track, where two
horses have been slashed in
three weeks.
Members of the Horsemen's
Benevolent Protective ASsoci•
ation also said they would meet
today to discuss security at the
track.
"Jefferson Downs has told
me effective immediately there
wilt be an armed guard in a
patrol car from dusk to day-
light," said the racing commis-
unsteady play in the wake of sioner. share of it with the critical
unfavorable calls, had corn- Stall said he would also ha%.' birdie on the 17th. It helped
mand of the early match with three undercover men statiorcd give him a final round of 69
leads at 3-0 and ...fi_r_becore-in the back track &Eta while.-4114st-28?-totat-, /7-muter par on-
o-ran- tes,11ie No. 3 seed, got his the front is patrolled by a the 6,598-yard Wethersfield
bearings. - guard. ▪ country Club course.
1975 State Amateur champion
Kevin Proctor of Bowling
Green and past Open winners
such as Larry Gilbert of Bran-
denburg, Stacey Russell of Mid-
dletown, Moe Demling of Louis-
ville, Gordon Leishrnan of Lex-
ington and Brown Cullen of
Prospect. • •
"Stacey Russell's been win-
ning everything this summer,"
said Martin luler, executive
secretary of the Kentucky Pro-
fessional Golfers Association.
"He was low pro in the golf
tour at the Lone Oak County
Club in Nicholasville and at
Danville in the Golf Tour II."
luler also had high praise for
Gilbert, Atkins, last year's win-
ner Jim O'Hern of Goshen,
Owensboro's Alan White and
Gordon Waldespuhl of Flor-
ence, "who has been winnkng
Cincinnati-area events."
1974 State Amateur champ
Brad Fabel of Madisonville has
withdrawn "because he had to
report to school in Florida," lu-
ler said.
Other amatuers rated highly
by luler in the tournament are,
"John Owens of Lexington,
Biles Ends Long Wait
To Win Hartford Open
By BOB GREEN Green, a four-time winner
AP Golf Writer last season but in a slump most
WETHERSFIELD, Conn. of this year, birdied two of his
(AP) - "Winning never left last three holes in regulation
my mind," Don Bies said, for a 68 that forced the playoff.
"I was trying to get it out of Actually, it was a four-man
thy mind, trying-to blank it out, race down the stretch. J.C.
trying not to think about win- Snead needed only a par on the
ning and just concentrate on last hole to gain a playoff spot.
what I'm doing. But he bogeyed it, missing the
"But I couldn't do it. I was green from a flying lie in the
beginning to wonder if I'd ever rough. Larry Nelson had a 10-12
win." foot birdie putt on the last hole
The wonder, along with the to make the playoff. He three-
frustration, failure and dis- putted for bogey.
appointment, came to an end
Sunday when Bies, an easy-go-
ing former club pro, rolled in a
six-foot birdie putt on the sec-
ond playoff hole and beat Hu-
bert Green for ,the title - and
th
By BOB GREENE Dr. Morris said the 230-pound
AP Sports Writer running back suffered a corn-
-The Hawatiarersreited-a-yesir pleteteser-of the left-media} eel-
for Calvin Hill. Now the World lateral ligament and a tear of
Football League team will have the posterior capsule of the
to wait until the 1976 season, knee joint. He had gained 45
Hill, the former Dallas Cow- yards on eight carries before
boys running back, jumped being injured.
from the National Football Davis tallied the Sun's first
League to the WFL this season. two TDs, both on 5-yard runs.
daSatury, he underwent sur- And after the Hawaiians took
gery on his knee that will the lead again, Hayden collabo-
shelve him for the remainder of rated with Terry Lindsey for a
the year. 66-yard TD play, then hit Dave
On the other hand, the South- Williams with an 18-yard scor-
eim California Sun have found ing Pass.
exactly what they need in Two other former NFL play-
home-grown rookies Pat Haden ers, quarterback Pete Beathard
and Anthony Davis, the former and receiver John Gilliam,
University of Southern Califor- paced Chicago to an overtime
nia stars. victory. But only 3,470 fans
Haden tossed passes of 66 showed up as Coach Abe Gibr-
and 18 yards and Davis gained on, fired last year as head
118 yards on 23 carries to lead coach of the Chicago Bears, got
the Sun to a come-from-behind his first victory since joining
37-19 victory over the Ha- the Winds.
waiians.
In other WFL games Satur- . The Charlotte Hornets whip-
day, Jacksonville defeated Bir- ped previously undefeated San
mingham 22-11, Charlotte Antonio on Danny Whyte's 57-
clipped San Antonio 27-20, yard TD reception from Tom
Shreveport nipped Philadelphia Sherman in the final period.
10-3 and Chicago beat Portland Charlotte was down 20-8 going
25-18. into the fourth period before
"Calvin Hill will be able to fullback Lew Jolley plowed 11
play football again," said Dr. yards up the middle to score on
Jack Morris, the Hawaiians opfiateehefeikneari
team physician. que HornetsninarotePer.g 
play ki
y
Hill had taken a short pass Pete Rajecki added a 37-yard
early in opening quarter and field goal before Sherman and
headed around right end when Whyte .collaborated on their
he was tackled by Sun weak game-winner.
4c.k.Cunnocs and_ahpa Jacksonville ripped  Binning-
of defenders,
$40,000 - in the Greater Hart-
ford Open Golf Tournament.
"I couldn't believe it - I still
can't believe it - when the putt
went in the hole and I was a
winner," he sid.
Bits, who joined the tour al-
most by accident eight years
ago, had won a lot of money
but nothing else in his pro ca-
reer. At 37 he may be the old-
est first-time winner ever. The
records don't show.
This time the quiet, low-key
Bies got>it home.
It was a battle.
He had to make a 20-foot
birdie putt on the 71st hole to
regain a share of the top spot
and force the playoff.
He had to make a nerve-test-
ing, six-foot par-saving putt to
stay alive on the first playoff
hole.
And he had to make another
six-footer on the second hole to
win it.
Bies led .by three strokes at
one time in the final round,
watched the margin fade and
disappear, then reclaimed a
Johnny Miller, wearing a sup-
port brace on his ailing left
wrist, managed a 67-271. Lee
Trevino had 69-274, Gary Play-
er 66-272,
halliardeorgi Nike an
Chip - Montgomery and Eddie
Mudd of Louisville and Jimmy
Riddle of Madisonville.
-Riddle has the best record
coming in this year having fin-
ished in the first ten in the
Southern Amateur at Pinehurst,
N.C., having qualified for the
Trans Mississippi, where he
won two matches in Kansas
City, and he also qualified for
the Western Amateur," Iuler
said.
Among those not included in
the field this year ar,e Chick
Yarbrough, who won the 1961
and '62 Opens; James Bubba
Clements, 1973 runner up and
fifth-place pro last year and
professionals Don Kuhs, Dave
Baron and Charlie Rose. Other
amateurs not playing include
Rick Cain, Alex Romanoff,
Doug Nunn and Mike Maynard.
"The Open takes the first 150
players who enter regardless of
whether they're pro ia• ama-
teur," ruler said.
"It's good that the Open is so
popular and it's bad that some
people can't play in the tourna-
ment," Jack Ridge, chairman
of the KPGA tournament com-
mittee said. "But maybe this
will make some people realize
that they've gotta get their en-
tries in early."
GOLF
NEWTON, Mass. - Beth
Daniel from Charleston, S.C.,
won the 75th U.S. Women's
Amateur golf championship
with a 3 and 2 victory over
Donna Horton of Jacksonville
in the scheduled 36-hole final.
FULFORD, England -
Vicente Fernandez of Argen-
tina, with a 72-hole total of 266,
birdied the final hole to win the
$8,800 Festival golf tournament
by one stroke over Maurice
Bembridge of Britain.
Tommy Fteamon. Mira threw
one TD pass and Reamon ran
for two more scores. Reamen
gained 128 yards in 24 carries.
Virgil Robinson scored the
lone touchdown - a two-yard
plunge - as Shreveport
stopped Philadelphia. The sev-
en-pointer wiped out a 3-0
Philadelphia lead that came on
Bob Cooper's 43-yard field goal.
Major League
Leaders
By The Associated Press
National League
BATTING (300 at bats)-
Madlock, Chi, .360; T.Simmons,
StL, .339; Watson, Htn, .329;
Sanguillen, Pgh, .327; Joshua,
SF, .324.
RUNS-Cash, Phi, 86; Mor-
gan, Con, 83; Rose, Cin, 82;
Lopes, LA, 80; Monday, Chi, 77.
RUNS BATTED IN-Lu-
zinski, Phi, 98; Bench, Cin, 95;
Staub, NY, 82; T.Perez, Cin,
80; Watson, Htn, 78.
HITS-Rose, Cin,. 163; Cash,
Phi, 159; Garvey, LA, 159;
Madlock, Chi, 151; Milian, NY,
149.
DOUBLES-Rose, Cin, 39;
Bench, Cin, 36; Grubb, SD, 31;
Cash, Phi, 29; Luzinski, Phi, 29.
TRIPLES-Gross, Htn, 9;
R.Metzger, Htn, 9; Kessinger,
Chi, 8; D.Parker, Pgh, 8; Garr,
Atl, 8; Griffey, Cin, 8; Joshua,
SF, 8.
HOME RUNS-Luzinski, Phi,
31; Schmidt, Phi, 26; Kingman,
NY, 24; Bench, Cin, 23;
G.Foster, Cin, 21.
STOLEN BASES-Lopes, LA,
52; Morgan, Cin, 47; Brock,
StL, 44; Cedeno, Htn, 40; Car-
denal, Chi, 24; P.Mangual,
Mon, 24.
PITCHING (11 Decisions)-
Hrabosk i,StL, ..10-3, .769,
e‘Tiettet17 79-21771503-174)tr eft:
lingham, Cin, t4-5, 737; 3.61,
Denny, StL, 8-3, .727, 3.62; Nor-
man, Con, 8-3, .727, 3.67, Sea.
vor, NY, 17-7, .708, 2.13;
-ST RI K EOirlt -Seaver, NY,
175; Messersmith, LA, 174; Sut-
ton, LA, 153; Montefusco, SF,
140; R.Reuschel, Chi, 139.
American League
BATTING (300 at batsl-
Carew, Min, .366; Lynn, Bsn,
.331; Munson, NY, .320; Her,
grove, Tex, .312; Singleton, Bat,
.311.
RUNS-Lynn, Bsn, 76; Rice,
Bsn, 75; Carew Mtn, 75; Ystr.
Ez3:mSki, Bsn, 24; Mayberry,
KC, 73.
RUNS BATTED IN-Lynn,
Bsn, 86; Mayberry, KC, 84;
L.May, Bal, 83; mRice, Bsn,
82; G.SCOtt, Mil, 81.
HITS-Carew, Min, 155; Mun-
son, NY, 142; Rivers, Gal, 139;
Washington, Oak, 138; Single-
ton, Bal, 136.
DOUBLES-McRae; KC, 33;
Lynn, Bsn, 32; R.Jac son, Oak,
29; Singleton, Bal, 28, Ystr•
zemski, Bsn, 26: Mayberry,
KC, 26.
TRIPLES-Rivers, Cal, 11;
Orta, Chi, 9; G.Brett, KC, 9;
Lynn, Bsn, 6; LeFlore, Det, 6;
P.Kelly, Chi, 6; Rudi, Oak, 6..
HOME RUNS-Mayberry,
KC, 29; R Jackson, Oak, 28;
G.Scott, Mil, 27; Bonds, NY,
22; Burroughs, Tex, 21.
STOLEN BASES-Rivers,
Cal, 62; Washington, Oak, 35;
Otis, KC, 33; Remy, Cal, 31;
Bonds, NY, 27; North, Oak, 27.
PITCHING (11 Decisions)-
Morel, Bsn, 9-2, .818, 3.61;
Palmer, Bal, 19-7, .731, 2.24;
M.Torrez, Bal, 14-6, .700, 3.18;
Wise, Bsn, 16-7, .696, 4.07; Eck-
ersley, Cle, 9-4, .692, 2.66;
B_Lee, Bsn, 15-7, .682, 3.82;
Blyleven, Min, 12-6, .667, 3.01;
Bosman, Oak, 8-4, 667, 3.48.
STR I K EOU TS-Tanana, Cal,
179, Ryan, Cal, 169; G.Perry,





Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger
Times by 5:30 p. m. are urged
to calf 7531916 between 5:30
p. m. and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.



















' Central Shopping Center
Open 7 a. m. -6 p. m. Mon-Sat. -- Phone 153-9084












































45 Part of to be
46 Genus of
cattle
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Bronfman Returned Safely; Suspects Held
NEW YORK (AP) - Kidnap-
ed whisky heir Samuel Bronf-
man 21 was in safe seclusion at
his mother's mansion today as
authorities discounted an al-
leged kidnaper's story that two
men still at large planned the
snatch.
_._Dominicliyrne. 53. who With-
Melvin Patrick Lynch, a 37-































r Answer to Saturday $ Puzzle
held on charges of extortion
and illegal use of the mails, has
reportedly tola police and the
FBI the two unidentified men
commandeered his car for the
Despite Byrne's claim that
two other kidnapers remain at
caper.
no further arrests were ex- Yorktown Heights, Peter Kauf-
pected. man, told reporters that family
At a news conference Sunday, members came together in the
officials showed the press the middle of the living room and
recovered $2.3 million in cash "almost went through the ceil-
Bronfman's father paid for his tog" in a burst of joy." Jose
return. The original $4.6 million Louis, the family butler, opened
ranstm demand was halved champagne for the celebration.lacge, FEU asolistita director. negatiatimarwyth-the. --Beth -at -the-apartment vittWallace LaPrade said no other abductors. It has not been ex-
suspects were being sought and plained why.
Byrne and Lynch, both Irish-
born, naturalized American
citizens, were to be arraigned
pimp locipg wow today. Authorities said federal
0003 (J12(38 charges of kidnaping were not
1713030 Clmulanno filed because the victim wasB21:1130G1 MINIM not taken across state lines.moma um (J23Emu noompra vo But there remain tvssible state
puE Lgu GiOts kidnaping charges which carry
Ot!01100Miiii EIEICI penalties of life imprisonment.DUO MD UUMO New York City Police Corn-ILIM0132112.
UD[IUÜJC7Uilaiii missioner Michael Codd saidEon acioa) [gaup law enforcement officials Sand
1801:10 riLiFY.3 IiiPME3 U.S. State Department in-
telligence agents are checking
the possibility that 1he two men
intended to give part of the
ransom to the Irish Republican
Army. LaPrade discounted any
IRA connection.
Samuel Bronfman, 21, after
shaving his eight-day beard and
showering at the Fifth Avenue
apartment of his father, Sea-
grams chairman Edgar Bronf-
man, went by helicopter to the
family estate at Yorktown
Heights in Westchester County
Sunday afternoon, accompanied
by his father.
There the young man was
met and embraced by his di-
vorced mother, Ann Margaret
Loeb Bronfman. He spent the
night at her home in nearby
Purchase, where he was living
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the estate the Bronfmans de-
clined to talk with newsmen,
but the 6-foot-2 younger Bronf-
man, clad in work shirt and
jeans, appeared unhurt.
LaPrade said it was "abso-
lutely" untrue that Samuel had
been "buried" with a 10-day
supply of water and air as the
kidnapers had claimed in a
ransom note to Edgar Bronf-
man last Monday.
The young heir to part of the
billion-dollar Seagrarns whisky
fortune was found in Lynch's
Brooklyn apartment early Sun-
day. He was rescued about 24
hours after his father had deliv-
ered the ransom, one of the
largest in U.S. history, to two
men in a car in the Woodside,
Queens, section of New York
City.
A woman FBI agent in the
car with the elder Bronfman
reportedly got the ransom car's
license number and city police
traced the license to Lynch.
The car was found parked out-
side his apartment house.
The FBI staked out the car,
but it was not until Byrne's 17-
year-old daughter, Mary, ap-
peared in a stationhouse with a
note from her father that the
case was cracked.
City detectives returned with
the girl to the Bryne home,
around the corner from the
,41-Jamily.-- friend, Jonathan . Lynch aPartImeM where,--tin-
Rinehart, said that at the news known to them, young Bronf-
of Samuel's rescue, "there was man was lying on a couch,
a lot of smiling, a hell of a lot blindfolded and gagged and
of Sri ,••••---.1aQ9•14Marld 441i1 ima4vAtti.adJae,
Another family friend in. sive t-aPe-
TH15 15 A MILKSHAKE FOR
SNOOPY'S BROTHER.. I'M
FATTENING HIM 1IP..1% td/R51NG
HIM BACK TO HEALTH!
8 - 0
'q0LtR OWN MOTHER!











Mae.. ••• 04 - A,* I•••••••••
• 1/••••• *MOO •••L
XDU WANT ME TO JOIN





AS PAPAS IM CONCERNED
THE ARGUMENT IS OVER'
Amp!"
l'AA GOING TO HAVE
TO KICK YOUR BELLY OUT







GOT TO STALL FOR TIME
UNTIL LUAGT5 FORCES
T HERE-.
5KUL WHAT A NAME)
hhfli4AT'9 ThE DEAL 2




FIX TOAD RACKS OF PYNAMITE,..
SHORT FUSE... EACH ENOUGH









1408 Poplar St., Murray,
Ky., Administrator
Mozella H. Flora, Dec'd,




Dec'd, Troy Bogard, 404
S. 12th, Murray, Ky.,
Executor
Joseph Janecek, Dec'd,
Julia Janecek, Route 7,
Murray, Ky., Executrix








sp Bray, 306 S. 3, Murray,
Ky., Administrator
Tillus Farmer, Dec'd,
Mary Alice Farmer, Box
594, Murray, Ky., Ad-
ministrator
Jennie Pearl Noel, Dec'd,

















Nat Ryan Hughes, 204 S.
6th, Murray, Ky., Ad-
ministrator
Leslie G. Bone, Dec'd,
Norma M. Bone, 1626
Magnolia, Murray, Ky.,
Executrix
All persons having claims
against said estate are




-cording to law, same to be
presented to said Ad-
ministrator or Executors
in due course of law.
This 15day of August, 1975.
11111:11 














voi. yell need seppries,
eneipaseed Sc service cell
es. Cleaths, is what we
knew best. We base steam




A load of antique fur-
niture. Good condition.
Also a supply of com-






Come by and see at




15. Articles For Sale
'THE MOTHER EARTH
NEWS is here! For
subscription information












Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
se Need Line. . . 753-NEED











108 N. 6th Street, Murray, K)
Buy Gold &Salver
Estate Appraisal
Phone 502i business 753-0140,
night 753-9232 Store hours Mon-
















WANT SOMEONE to stay
at night. Call 753-5560.
LEASSION.-B.
cabinet style, good
condition, $50.00. Call 753-
7763.
RCA television 19" B&W
with stand $25.00; 1973





$25.00. Five cubic ft.
refrigerator $25. Bar and
2 stools, $50. Two barrel
chairs, $5.00 each. Two
end tables, $5.00 each.




ft. chest type freezer. A-1
condition. $200. Call 436-
2306.
SMALL ENGINE USED LIVING room,
mechanic. Write P. O. dinette, bedroom fur-
Box 32K. future, and T.V. set. Call














pleasant person to care
for 51,2 year old child,
weekdays 8-12:30 in my
home. Light housework.
Will pay $2.00 per hour.
Must have transportation
and references. Call 753-
1571.
8. Storage Buildings
Save on money, fuss and
fuel. A tuned-up car gives
you better performance
any way you look at it.
Hutson Texaco
W. Main 753-7780,
Vist our Recreation Room






















free. House type con-
structed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile




and 2 braided oval rugs.
Call 753-4133 or 753-3379
after 5.
TWIN SIZE bed $30.00. Call
ELECTROLUX VACUUM






BOY 18 out of school needs
job. Call Guy, 753-9232.









13 For Sale Or Trade
RABBITS AND cages for
sale or trade for anything
of value. Call 753-6787.
14. Want To Buy
TOMATO STAKES,.5-4", 1
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.
POOL STICK, Bradford
twin table, Motorola car
tape recorder, 14 foot
John boat, hunting bow,
fishing poles. Must sell.
1628 W. Main Street,
apartment 6.
LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two  jzalloni for $1$_95. 
-
„
--Rughes Pettit Store. 401
Maole St•
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each. Bean poles, 20
cents each. Phone 753-
9618.
19. Farm Equipment
CASE FARM tractor. V-
AC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.
600 CASE combine with
duel wheels. Also 1 42 ton
truck with grain bed. Call
436-5818.
134 CATERPILLAR dozer
977 cat loader, 4 storage
tanks, and diesel fuel,
Backhoe, 1971 2 ton
Chevrolet dump truck.
Good shape, good price.
Call 753-9807, 354-6392 or
- 354-8301.
20. Sports Equipment
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753-
3226 after 4.
24' PONTOON boat and
trailer. 65 h.p. Johnson
' with 11 hours. Call 436-
5690.
54-SELECTIONS of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. It" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior: latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels at. 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. Liam and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Me Inc.




with 1974 115 Mercury
motor. Completely
rigged. Contact Jim




T.V. and stereo. Balance
due. J. & B. Music,
Chestnut Street, Murray.
ONE SMALL drum and













for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
24. Miscellaneous
16' 60 AMP Electric service -
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21. Mobile Home Sales
TRAILER WITH large 
32. Apartments For Rent
room iaGaiec77- 1cated FURNISHED FOUR








1972, 12 x 37, 2 bedroom, all
electric. $2500. Located on
97 Highway in Bell City.
ONLY $350.00 down and
take over payments on
this beautiful 1973 mobile
home. 12 x 65 foot, three
bedrooms, two baths.
Almost completely fur-
nished with select house
type furniture. Washer,
dryer, clishwaser, central




May be seen only by an
appointment. Payments
are unbelievably low. 753-
9844 after 5:30 p. m.
24 x 52 HOMETTE. Three
bedroom, 2 baths, un-
furnished, central heat
and air.- Call 753-4827.
29 Mobile Home Reitels
-IWO- BEDROOM -trailer,
on privatelot. Phone 753-
73014.




nished one room apart-








ROOM FOR Rent across
from University. Private
entrance. Call 753-1387.
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR boys niceiand
private. Central air and
heat. Kitchen, half block
from campus. Call 436-
5479.
34. Houses For Rent
NICE 3 bedroom brick, ILi
bath, large family room,
lot over 1 acre. Lease now





horse size. Also 1968
'florries.TOP-OrIces p237'
Saddle ail Spur Trairer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 4434226.
31 Want To Rent
MOVING FROM Texas
looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.





and clean. Couple only.
Phone 753-3805.
FURNISHED APART•












month. If interested call
753-5870.
MURRAY MANOR - All



























FIVE ACRES set up for
mobile homes. Located
near Hamlin, Ky. only a
mile from Kentucky
Lake. Fifteen mobile
home pads already in
with space for several
more. Extra large deep
well. Four septic units.
Electric poles to many of
the sites. Here is an op-
portunity to buy a mobile
home court reasonably.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Kentucky.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 4th
& Maple Streets, phone
753-7333. We have local
and out of state buyers
and handle property of all
kinds, in both Kentucky
and Tennessee. We need
your listings now. Home




mare. Gentle and well
trained. Also. big horn
saddle and bridle. Call
901-479z2696.
38. Pets Supplies
DOGS FOR sale. =
Registered pointers 3
months to 1 year. Call 901-
247-3232. between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m., 901-247-5570










months old. $25.00. Call
753-3455 after 5 p. m.
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boarding and grooming,





Aug. 19, from 9 a. m. to 5
p. m. Brass lamp, trunks,
camping equipment,
some furniture and some
kitchen ware. 605 Meadow
Lane.
YARD SALE - 3 Party
yard sale - men's,
women's, boys. Paper
back books, lots of
miscellaneous. 602 Vine
St., Thursday 7:30 a. m. to
5:30 p. m.
CARPORT SALE, starts
Friday, 1,-2 miles Nor-
thwest, on 121, of Cold-





" Stir, GIZANDA17, -THIS 15
46. Homes For Sale
For Sale
or Swap
Nice 4 bedroom brick
house, small grocery -




frame home in city with
new carpet, living room
dining room, fireplace,
nice drapes, large lot on
quiet street, screened-in
sun porch, all for oilai
$15,500. Moffitt. Realty
Company, 206 South 12th,
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2,
car attached garage,
Aepar4te
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-
traordinaly Must sle,„.4,o,,
"ItTatacTM. - Call 489-2493.
310 FT. LAKE frontage, 2.7
acres, year round 6 room
aluminum home. Garden
spot, 2 car garage, deep
well. Call 436-2222.
MODERN TWO bedroom
753-3597. house. One 'acre, on 121
west. Five miles out. Call
489-2246.
801 SUNNY LANE. Three
bedroom brick veneer
with carport. Situated on
large shady lot. Near Bel-
Air Shopping Center,
Robertson School
District. This home has
electric heat, wall unit air
conditioning, wall to wall
carpeting; gas range,
dishwasher, large 12 x 24
ft. patio with barbeque.
Priced at $26,500. Contact
BOYD-MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th. 753-
8080.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
.like to talk REAL
ESTATE.




Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Rowe owned end operated ever 20 veers De wet tip wry cerwrect
earl' *bit finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753,1914





$10 DOWN, will buy a large
(100' x 200' I Kentucky
Lake access lot. Total
price of $2995 includes
central water tap in.
Phone, 436-5320 or 436-
2473.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom
bath, den, large living
room, fireplace, formal




baths, living room, den
with fireplace, carpeted,
many closets. Central
heat and air. Outside shop
and storage areas.
Walking distance to
Robertson, M. H. S. and
M.S.U. 1607 Sunset Drive.
Call 753-6012.
TIVO BEDROOM house.
south Broad. Good in-
vestment. Also 400-yards
white knit fabric. 50 cents
a yard. Call 8-10 p.m. 753-
2594.
QUAINT 2 room cottage
with '2 bath, surrounded
on 3 sides by water in
beautiful Panarama
Shores located 10 miles
from Murray, Ky.
Completely furnished,
,will sacrifice at $5,995.
...-z_Can be seen__14r...ap-
pointment.' Ideal_ hunting
and fishing lodge on large
lot. Phone 753,5094.
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M. L. S.
NEW HOME for sale in
Gatesborough, l' -z story,
contemporary styled.
Four bedrooms, three








than 3000 actual miles.
Call 753-5868.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 VW. Call 753-8360 after
5 o'clock.
1970 GTO, automatic, air.
Call 753-5686.
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1975 THUNDERBIRD,
6,000 miles with moon
roof. Call 753-6156.
1948 PLYMOUTH with 1973
V-8 engine, completely
restored. Call 753-6156.
1966 FORD LTD. Four door
hardtop, air conditioning
and power steering. Car is
in good shape. $150.00 will
drir it away. Car can be,








Alcoa. • Awnings by
Howmet Aluminum or
Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.










Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
EXPERIENCED Elec-
trician needs work. Free
estimates. No job too
small. Call 753-7488.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.





efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.









French Gothic weed twice
Timis weer, fence
Stockade wend fence
Gates hell el sizes
AAA FENCE SUPPLY
Highway 60 West 444.4ALS
1974 RIVIERA Buick, one
owner, like new: 18,000
miles. Spare neyetsiowyi





-GRAIN TRUCKS for sale.
One 1971 Dodge with 13'
dump. 1965 Chevrolet with









FORD PICKUP 1974, 4
wheel drive. 4 speeds
forward. 18,000 miles.
Phone 489-2364.
1964 BUICK, $125.00. Call
753-7792.
1956 CHEVY. All original
equipment. Call 753-9510.
1969 MUSTANG MACH I, 2
new tires, power steering,
V.8,4 speed. Call 753-6966.
1965 BUICK LA SABRE.
Power, air, brakes,
steering. $350. Call 753-
0703.
EXCEPTIONALLY NICE,
locally owned. 1968 Buick
Skylark, two door, power




Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 3544138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
ROY HARMON'S Car-





















children wants to keep
children ages 1 to 5 in my
home from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. Good care, good
lunches, rest period in
afternoon, nice backyard










OPEN 8-AM TO 9-PM











Cat D7E, A big machine
for big lobs. Ralph
Stewert 901498-8860.
ELECTRICAL WIRING NUB CONSTRUCTION
an& 4n4ustais4critilhd---C40.-;-'A•14-ci sentp9nry-
condi t ioning and -backhoe work, general
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric






rates. Call 753-0535 or 435-
4589.
WILL MOW lots. Call 753-
1980. D. 0. Parks.
54 Free Column
SIX PUPPIES. 612 weeks
old. Mixed breed, four
females and 2 males. Will
be.camall dogs. Ideal for
house Pets. Calr-41-2752.
refrigeration, plumbing hauling, bush hogging,
and heating. Call 474-8841 Plowing arid discing, cap .WO 6 weeks old
‘ec •'". • If.1-ifItAP33-SPi6:
kittens.
50. Campers
16 It. 1975 Coachman
C,asualine. Sleeps 6, gas
stove, sink, built-in
icebox, power converter
Call for other details 489-
2716 after 5 p
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, L2 mile east





TER will do interior or


















David Benton. 753-7690 or
753-0123.
1
IMan and. wife needed to operate new $60000 TastyBurger Store in your town (new concept). Will leasebuilding, equipment on a percentage basis to the rightparty. School you in, our procedures, place )ou lh aposition to earn High, High Income. Interested partiesmust have $4,000 CASH working capital to start. Call.Mr. Jam---es Collegka15-373-2414 immediately ' ----- - - ------0 ---Management Team
... • . .Dial-A-service
.41 . e•( This alphabetized page w ill run weekly --- clip it from __








Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control























































if it has an .engine we









































1753-5397 1Free stima es
Murray Hwy.
Dexter, Ky.













If you do not receive
your paper please call
Hinman's
Rentals
le. Mors, hvlso shows. ese.
pet 4 fil. ,..is, wr,  Dry rec.
Screbber 0 'either, Sawa:
the.. iip, sewn/ end ciitelf
&slims, joat wee &
sewer teals, etc
753-5703












Service tt 4 C T F 1 4
. 4. u..."
the togn of the orefostoonol
• DAILY SERVICES • CARPETS
• 510055 • WAILS I FURNITURE
• ST Aric-PRooFING • SANITIZING
cocoa.) ,
150V 33 5-3 506
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Durward Potts




The funeral for Hubert
( Speedy ) Garrison was held this
morning at 10:30 at the chapelMrs. Durward M. ( Katie of the .1%,4_,aLcIAktrjii,11 ElLtleCal----liffffe's'reetts"'"ilicseritvute--fiai; with Rev. ,lack JonesOne died Saturday at 11:15 a.m.
at the Convalescent Division of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 73 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The deceased was a member
of the Kirksey Baptist Church.
Born June 30, 1902, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late William James and
Nola Floyd James.
Mrs. James is survived by her
husband, Durward M. Potts;
two daughters, Mrs. Ronnie
(Phyllis) Darnell, Melvindale,
Mich., and Mrs. Billie Banks,
Nashville, Term.; three sons,
Shelby G. Potts, and Harry Lee
Potts, Kirksey Route One, and
Ted Potts, Murray Route
Seven; one sister, Mrs. Hallie
Marvel, Toledo, Ohio; two
brothers, Rev. Justus James,
Muskogee, Okla., and Noble
James, Oklahoma City, Okla.;
sixteen grandchildren; five
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
today at 3:30 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. Terry Sills,
Bro. Danny Guess, and Bro.
Dalton Vaughn officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White playing the
organ.
Pallbearers will be Billy Ray
Potts, Tommy Phillips, Roger
Potts, Adam Darnell, Jimmy
- Potts, - --and - -Danny- Garland -




Word has been received of the
death of Mrs. Mayme Belle
White, sister of Mrs. Edna
Tucker of Murray, who died
August 9 at Boone County
Hospital, Harrison, Ark.
Mrs. White was a native of
Golden Pond. She is survived by
her husband, Clarence J. White,
Harrison; one son, Joseph A.
White, Independence, Mo.; five
sisters, Mrs. Edna Tucker,
Murray, Mrs. Cynthia Garrett,
Mrs. Alma Murray, and Mrs.
Pearl Ryan, Paducah, and Mrs.
Ethel Morris, Houston.
Funeral and burial services




Larry Dillard, age 25, died
Saturday about noon shortly
after being found ill in an
abandoned ambulance near the
Rutledge Funeral Home, ac-
cording to Max Morris,
Calloway County coroner.
Morris said Dillard of 501
North Second Street was
discovered ill in the front seat ef
the ambulance by Tony
Rutledge;Clovis Ray, and Mike
Reed as they were reportedly
passing by the vehicle.
The three men got Mr. Dillard
out of the vehicle and called for
an ambulance, but he died
before the ambulance arrived,
Morris said. An autopsy was
perforisied on the body, but the
results have not been received
as yet, the coroner said.
The Rutledge Funeral Home




Federal State Market Sews Service
August 18, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 729 Est 600 Barrows & Guts
25e -mostly 50e higher Sows Me-$1.O0
higher
US 1-23)0.300 lbs
US 1-3 200-400 lb' 
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1.33)0-450 the
US 1-3 450-650 1bs
US 2-3300-500 Ids









officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White playing the organ.
Pallbearers were Nuel Mc-
Nutt of Murray, Walter Hook
and J. C. Powers of Paducah,
Frank Land, Tommy St. Pierre,
and Ron Judd of Detroit, Mich.,
all employees of the Brooks Bus
Lines where Mr. Garrison was
employed for 21 years retiring
on June 23. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Garrison, age 65, died
Wednesday at a hospital at
Dearborn, Mich. He is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Joretta Wade
Garrison; three sons, Gale
Garrison of Nashville, Tenn.,
Walter and Ben Garrison of
Dearborn, Mich.; two sisters,
Mrs. Connie Armstrong,
Murray, and Mrs. Dina Henry,






The funeral services for Mrs.
Arvada Kenley of 401 North
First Street, Murray, were held
Sunday at two p.m. at Kingdom
Hall of Jenovah's Witnesses on
Nar44.160. Alati..114.urray,
Bro. Victor Gilbert officiating.
Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery with the
Funeral Home.
• Mrs. Kenley, age 66, died
Thursday at the Westview
Nursing Home. .
.,Survivors are three
daughters, Mrs. Fay Winston,
Knoxville, Tenn., Mrs. Dorothy
Dunlap, Springfield, Mo., and
Mrs. Ilene Miller, Chicago, Ill.;
one son, Cletus Blanton,
Murray:- two-brothers, Herbert







Mrs. William Novis ( Bessie
M.) Wells of Murr_ly.....Route
Thieraiir-Mii7day at.
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 81
years of age and her death
followed an extended illness.
Born in May 1894 in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. James
Hurt. She and her husband,
William Novis Wells, who
survives, were married in 1910.
Mrs. Wells was a member of the
Friendship Church of Christ.
Mrs. Wells is survived by her
husband; two daughters, Mrs.
Edgar ( Pauline) Blaney, Anna,
Ill., and Mrs. Walton (Lucille)
Curtis, Lansing, Mich.; two
sons, James B. Wells, Lansing,
Mich., and, Harding Wells,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., soon
moving to Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Lorene Wright, Murray
Route Three; four brothers,
Ohs, Noble, Clayton, and Dewey
Hurt; thirteen grandchildren;
seventeen great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. Harold Irvan
officiating and the Friendship
Church Singers with Wayne
Clark as leader providing the
song service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Clyde Phelps, Edward Sweet,
David Balentine, Hafton Tutt,
Johnnie Brewington, and Larry
Burt. Burial Will be,jri_the Elnk,
GfeviteinelerY.-
RANDALL WINCHESTER, center was the recipient of a $400 scholarship at the awards
banquet held August 1 in Louisville. The college scholarship was awarded as a result of his out-
standing work in the American Private Study Group. Winchester. was one of 17 scholarship
winners from across the state. Shown with the scholarship winner are his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Winchester.
Evening Classes To Be Offered
By MSU Environmental Sciences
Seventeen evening classes
will be offered by the College of
Environmental Sciences during
the fall 1975 term, beginning
Aug. 25, Dr. Marshall Gordon,
dean, has announced.
Registration for evening
classes, which will begin the
week of Aug. 25-29, will be
Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 25
and 26, with the registration
process remaining open Aug. 25'
until 6 p.m. in order to ac-
The Environmental Sciences
night classes, their meeting
times, places and instructors,
are:
Monday Nights
AGR 542 (Plant Breeding), 6
to 9 p.m., Room S401, Applied
Science Building, Dr. Roger
Macha.
AGR 547 (Advanced Crops), 6
to 9 p.m., Room S406, Applied
Science Building, Dr. Durwood
Beatty.
comma da te -a-tu4ten4a441----AFfifiR-nSurreirvistrfirStuctent
registering for night classes. Teachers in Vo Ag ), 6 to 9 p.m.,
14-teast ThreeliterneirDie
In Philadelphia Refinery fire
Final rites for Mrs. Robbie C.
Parrish were held Sunday at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Bro. Connie Wyatt of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers were Mason,
Jackie, and Max Canady.
Jimmy Overbey, Darrell
Parrish, and Sammy Wheeler.
Burial was in the Walter Parker
Cemetery.
Mrs. Parrish, age 72, died
Friday at the Westview Nursing
Home,
Survivors are her husband,
Noel Parrish, two daughters,
Mrs. Jack Wheeler and Mrs.
Glen Eldridge, four sons, 0. D.,
James, Bobby, and Warren
Parrish, two sisters, Mrs.
Charlie Sparks and Mrs. Mary
Hutchens, two brothers,
Johnson and Goble Canady,
twelve grandchildren, and ten
great grandchildren.
Cleanup Day To Be
At Hazel Center
Another cleanup day will be
held at the Hazel Community
Center on Tuesday, August 19,
at one p. m., according to
Sandra Gallimore, chairman of
the committee.
Mrs. Gallimore said a work
day was held on Saturday; but
, there is still some work to be
completed and it is hoped it can
be finished on Tuesday.
Any organizations or in-
dividuals who are willing to help
clean up the center to get it
ready for use, are urged to be
there. on Tuesday, Mrs.
Gallimore said.
DANK NOTES
by William M. Boyd
A leading doctor says, "Over half
the 'sickness' in this country is
emotional, rather than physical,
and half of this stems from
economic insecurity and money
worries."
It's true. Money problems can make you sick. Maybe our ex-
perience in helping people solve financial problems can




Three firemen caught in a sud-
den flashing of flames during a
spectacular refinery blaze were
turned into human torches. All
three died.
At least three more firemen
were missing and five firemen
were among the 13 persons in-
jured in the fire that started
Sunday and burned through the
night at the Gulf Oil Co. Refine-
It was declared under control
early this morning by the
Philadelphia Fire Board.
"The flames just engulfed
them," said Fire Commissioner
Joseph Rizzo, describing how
he escaped the first of dozens
of explosions but looked back to
see three of his men sealed in
flames.
"They were trying to get un-
der the foam, but to no avail,"
he said. -They were human
torches."
The blaze at the second larg-
est refinery on the East Coast
could be seen for 20 miles.
Flames covering an area about
a half-mile square roared into a
spreading cloud of black
smoke.
The fire started Sunday at
dawn when an 80,000-barrel
storage tank ignited while
being filled with oil from a
tanker. The ship was not dam-
aged and the fire was brought
under control by 9 a.m.
Clean-up crews moved in.
They spent the day pouring
chemical foam onto the smoul-
dering tank. The firemen were
relaxed. There was no apparent
danger.
But according to Jack Burk,
manager of the refinery, the fa-
cility's sewage system failed to
drain off oil that Was spilled
from the first fire. Fumes
backed up.
'Then it flashed," Burk said.
At 4 p.m., when the area was
crowded with equipment and
men, a bowl of flame erupted.
There was one explosion, then
another. Flames- were every-
where.
Within minutes the fire
jumped to 11 alarms, activating
600 fire fighters.
Flames scorched the Penrose
Avenue Bridge over the
Schuylkill River, a key com-
muter artery into the city and
the rnain route between down-
town Philadelphia and Phila-
delphia Internatinal Airport.
The bridge was closed to all
traffic. The area around the
sprawling refinery was sealed
off, then power and telephone
service in the neighborhood
went dead.
Firemen tried to battle the
blaze, but they realized it was
useless. Commissioner Rizzo
announced, "Let it burn. It'll
have to burn itself out. It may
take two days, maybe three,
but that's all we can do."
Five of the injured were fire-
men who were treated at local
burn centers. They were all in
critical or stable conditions.
Gable Talks On Busing;
Carroll Mum On Subject
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Republican candidate for gov-
ernor Robert Gable talked
about busing in an address be-
fore the Kentucky School
Boards Association (KSBA)
here Sunday, but his opponent
Gov. Julian Carroll didn't bring
up the subject.
Gable said he has injected
the issue of busing into his
campaign "not to inflame an
already difficult issue," but to.
show that busing has resulted
from a lack of educational lead-
ership by his opponent.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest at noon.
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
TIrnes by First of Michigan. Corp. of
Murray, are as follows
U.S Homes
Kaufman & Broad
Ponderosa Systems   93, urg'
Kimberly (lark , 29'. um-
Union Carbide  62'. r-N.
W. R. Grace..  253, +1%
Texaco " .. . . 244 r''.
General Elec 44'4 ''' '-'GAF Corp.. 10
(leorgia Pacific 41's -' k
Pfizer . 283, -.,
Jun Walters._ .. 36'. -,.
Kirsch   14' ..tinc
l)Isney 42'1 +'.
Franklin Mint 25'7 -..
 531 unc
71. unc
Pricer of docks of local interest at noon
today funtahed to the t edger & Tlinra by
I. M. Mknon Co are as follows.













srerarrrrnire - SalLUI1S.'..1 urn
tenith 21'• • •
o 22's unc
31i3ii . treating children with cystic
uric
49'1 une fibrosis," the ea inpai gn
16'. -L6 chairmen commented. "At that2°4 -4 time, most children with this24




Gable, who followed Carroll
in speeches before the KSBA
meeting, said that as lieutenant
governor in 1974, Carroll re-
fused to provide leadership to
allocate more funds for Louis-
ville schools or delay their
merger with the Jefferson
County system.
Gable contended that Carroll
could have prevented busing,
which is scheduled to begin
next month in Jefferson Coun-
ty.
Campaign.
(Continued from Page 1)
Dale and Rev. Churchwell
added. "Another goal of the
research program is developing
better methods of treating
children with all lung-damaging
diseases."
"Most of the funds that are
raised in the Breath of Life
Campaign go to these very
important national programs,"
leaders said. "But almost 50 per
cent of the monies stay in this
community to support services
for local children with cystic.,
fibrosis and other .lung -
damaging diseases."
Since the C-F Foundation was
established in 1955, remarkable
20‘,
progress has occurred in
murh •• %per cvl,tne_
._Vhildrell-with cystic libroejs-live
past their 18th birthdays'
Gable clarified his remarks
to reporters after his address,
saying if Carroll had shown
more leadership in the 1974
General Assembly, the merger
of the Louisville and Jefferson
County systems might have
been prevented.
Carroll said nothing of busing
in his remarks to the KSBA of-
ficials but attempted to prove
that he had exhibited lead-
ership in the area of education.
He said that he had told a
special legislative committee
studying the collective bargain-
ing question that he will not
support any measure that
would remove taxing authority
from local officials.
Carroll, in an obvious refer-
ence to Gable, said "some poli-
ticians" were running for gov-
ernor by promising what they
would do if elected.
"I'm perfectly satisfied for
you to measure me by what
I've already done," he added.
Carroll claimed that he had
allocated some $35 million to
education since succeeding U.S.






have appreciated taking the
route advertised by a cruise
ship when he embarked on his
voyage of discovery.
According to a cruise an-
---aowcenient, "...the  Maitel-
'=an ciriTnir-o( the Friyal Vi17-
ing Sea will -15*-Vt5 111F-Slair
Canal " -
Ford Begins Hectic
2-Day Tour To Cities
VAIL, Colo. (AP) - Press- miles. He then flies to Des
dent Ford begins a hectic two- Moines to deliver a farm policy
day tour to six cities in four address at the Iowa state fair,
states by visiting an ex- where Republican Gov. Robert
perimental oil shale mine at Ray has waived the general
nearby Rifle, Colo. public's $2 admission fee for an
-4etip5- during- Aaiun- -461FilliF-4110.- presidential
visit.
This evening, the President
will attend a GOP fund-raising
dinner in Des Moines before
flying to Minneapolis for an
overnight stay. Ford's Tuesday
schedule in Minneapolis in-
cludes speech-making appear-
ances at the American Legion
national convention and before
a Republican leadership rally
and a luncheon.
Later Tuesday, he will fly to
Illinois to speak at the dedica-
tion of the Everett M. Dirksen
Memorial Library in Pekin and
address a regional White House
conference on domestic affairs
in Peoria.
It also includes several offi-
cial functions and a heavy
schedule of meetings with Re-
publicans leaders.
For this reason, the Republi-
can National Committee is pay-
ing for the entire trip except
for the initial helicopter flight
from Vail to Rifle to Grand
Junction, Colo. The GOP's costs
will include $2,206 an hour for
use of the presidential jet.
By Tuesday night, Ford is to
be back in Vail to resume his
vacation stay. After more golf,
tennis and socializing, he is to
return to Washington next Mon-
day, stopping en route in Chi-
cago and Milwaukee.
Room S203, Applied Science
Building, Dr. Lloyd Jacks.
AST 116-1 (Introductory Lab),
6 to 8 p.m., Blackburn Science
Building, Room 157, Dr. James
M. Kline.
CHE 513 (Environmental
Chemistry), 6:30 p.m., Room
312, Blackburn Building, Dr.
Marshall Gordon.
MAT 509 (Projective
Geometry), 6 to 9 p.m., Room
309, Faculty Hall, Dr. Jack
Wflso
:Tuesday Nights
AST 116-2 (Introductory Lab),
6 to 8 p.m., Room, 157, _Black-
bin-FruiWge, Dr.
CHE 672 (Thermodynamics),
6:30 to 9;20 p.m., Room 312,
Blackburn Building., Dr. Melvin
Henley.
MAT 5504 Teaching Math I), 6
to 9 p.m., Room 307, Faculty
Hall, Dr. Christine Parker.
MAT 100-11 (Introduction to
College Math I), 6 to 8 p.m.,
Room 300, Faculty Hall, Dr.
Grady Cantrell.
Wednesday Nights
AST 116-3 (Introductory Lab),
6 to 8 p.m. Room 157, Blackburn
Building, Prof. Bill Burnley.
GEO 527 (Cultural
Geography), 6 to 9 p.m., Room
19, Wrather Hall, Prof. David
Irwin.
Thursday Nights
AGR 362 ( Florist Shop
Operation and Management), 6
to 9 p.m., Room 401, Applied
Science Building, Prof. Amos
Tackett.
AGR 671 ( Advanced Rural
electricity), 6 to 9 p.m., Ag
Engineering Building, Prof. Bill
Cherry.
AST 116-4 (Introductory Lab),
6 to 8 p.m., Room 157, Black-
burn Building, Dr. Don Duncan.
CSC 102-3 ( Introduction to
Computing), 6 to 8 p.m., Room
135, Blackburn Building, Prof.
Harry J. Hamilton.
MAT 109-11 (Introduction to
College Math I), 6 to 8 p.m.,





speeches, includes stops today
in Colorado and Iowa. He
spends the night in Minneapolis
and visits Illinois on Tuesday.
The midmorning visit to the
Rifle mine is to underscore
Ford's view that oil from shale
rock is one way the United
States can increase domestic
energy production and decrease
reliance on foreign oil.
Ford was to inspect two pilot
projects for use of waste pro-
duced when shale rock is shat-
tered and heated to turn the
tarlike material into oil. Waste
disposal has created environ-
mental problems for developers
of oil shale.
The projects at Rifle are de-
signed to show the waste used
as a road bed compactor and
as soil for growing certain
crops.
The President arranged to
walk 1,200 feet into the mine to
observe the digging of shale
and to inspect a refining facil-
ity where oil is cooked out of
the rock under 900-degree tem-
perature and high pressure.
Before flying from Colorado
to the Midwest, Ford scheduled
a meeting in Grand Junction
with a group of nine officials
from western Colorado commu-
Eight INtired-
ar -Amide*
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
Eight persons, including six
Carroll County residents, were
taken to hospitals here Sunday
after a motorcycle from a da-
redevil event went out of con-
trol and crashed into a crowd
of spectators at the Kentucky
State Fair.
Bradford Wright, 71, a farm
laborer who had been living in
the Worthville area, suffered
possible head injuries, accord-
ing to a spokesman for St. Jo-
seph Infirmary. He was listed
in satisfactory condition after
being admitted for observation.
Others taken to the same hos-
pital where they were treated
for minor injuries and released
were: Mrs. Ethel Brock, 51;
her daughter Mrs. Susie Col-
lier, 29, and Mrs. Collier's
daughters; Tammy, 9, Sharon,
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
pesticides office of the Ken-
tucky Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection, in conjunction with
the Ansul Co., has announced a
recall of Super-Sucker Stuff H.
C., lots numbered 21 through 36
inclusively.
Super-Sucker Stuff H. C. is a




distributors and users are urged
to check the cap of the product
containers for a two-digit
number that identifies the lot
and return the product to its
point of purchase.
According to Fred Waters,
chief of the state pesticides
agency, several reports have
been received alleging that
tobacco leaves have been
burned by the product.
Waters said several thousand
gallons of the defective lots may
already be in the hands of
farmers. "This being a vtry
critical time because farmers
are now using the product, we
have called a meeting with the
manufacturers and dealers of
Super-Sucker Stuff H. C.," he
added. "We're making „every
effort to get this problem
'straightened out Immediately.
We want to find out what is
wrong with this material and
prevent any ,further damage."
wartit_ „. • r, --s'ourtnai th‘ dar age
to tobacLo leaves was reported
in Henry County.
•
6, and Mary, 4, all of Rt. 1,
W ville
kirk Hornbeck, 14, and Rick
Simmons, both of Louisville,
were treated for facial abra-
sions at Suburban Hospital here
and released.
The driver of the cycle, Sam
Kirk, 20, of Radcliffe, was
treated at St. Joseph Infirmary
and released. Kirk said he frac-
tured "a couple of ribs."
Kirk "was going around a
vertical wall at the motor-
drome when somebody dropped
a soft drink cup from a specta-
tor platform," said Ed Smith,
general agent for Deggler
Amusements, the firm that
runs the midway at the fair.
"It threw the rider out of
control and he went up and
over the wall and struck some
people."
Son or daughter college bound?
Are they covered by a
comprehensive health care plan?
Better be sure.
With the rising cost of health care a prolonged
hospital stay or illness could put many people
right out of college
The Special Blue Cross and Blue Shield
College Student program provides year 'round
coverage to full-time students to age 27 and
when they marry there is also a family plan
available.
So if you have a son or daughter who is now a
college student or will be entering college this
fall, send in the coupon below for more
information about the Bltie Cross and Blue
Shield College Student Plan
Our only business is helping you get good
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